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ABS'lRACT 

In this study satellite infrared sounding radiances were used to 

retrieve lower tropospheric moisture information in addi tion to surface 

temperatures and temperature profiles. Polar-orbiting satellite data 

were obtained for two passes, one at 1000 GMT (local 0400) and the other 

at 1400 GMT (local 0800) on 30 September 1980, over the central United 

States. Specifically, infrared radiances from the Tiros Operational 

Vertical Sounder (TOVS) were used as the satellite input data. The only 

ancilliary data used were the rawinsondes necessary to generate the 

initial guess temperature and moisture profiles for the iterative 

retrieval scheme. 

The physical-iterative retrievals require the input of an initial 

guess profile. The initial guess is then modified through iterations so 

that upwelling radiances determined by it match radiances measured 

(observed) by the satellite. However, no other supporting data (such as 

surface weather observations) were used in the retrievals. Such 

information was used only for post-retrieval comparisons to the 

satellite-derived soundings. 

Because of the elimination of surface weather data as an input, the 

satellite window channels alone were used to determine the surface 

temperature. In addition, because of the nighttime and early morning 

situations under study, it was necessary to allow the surface 

temperature to be determined independently (float free) of the 

temperature profile. This allowed the incorporation of nocturnal 
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surface temperature inversions into the retrievals. These new aspects 

of the retrieval method are an advance beyond present day operational 

satellite retrieval techniques. 

The iterative retrievals were performed only in clear situations. 

Therefore, cloud detection and elimination was necessary. Corrections 

were also made for refleoted solar oontamination in the shorter 

wavelength infrared channels. Another correction for terrain height 

variations was also necessary for doing retrievals over an area where 

surface pressures can vary greatly depending on elevation. Iterations 

were then performed with feedback alternating between the moisture and 

temperature profiles. Surface temperature feedback was incorporated 

before feedback to either the moisture or temperature profiles. 

Results of the satellite retrievals were compared both 

quantitatively and qualitatively to conventional meteorological data at 

two scales. At the synoptic scale <)250 km) the satellite-derived 

parameters were compared to similar parameters from the 1200 GMT 

rawinsondes. In the qualitative comparison the same general synoptic 

features appeared. However, at the surface weather station scale «250 

km) additional moisture features were detected by the satellite which 

were not seen at the rawinsonde scale. In particular. the satellito

derived total precipitable water was seen to be quite variable. To 

explore this the satellite-derived values were compared to total water 

estimated from the surface dew pOints. The estimated total water was 

based on a relationship between surface dew point and total water 

determined by the rawinsondes used to form the initial guess. 

Comparisons between satellite-derived and surface-estimated total water 

values showed differences relating to where the atmosphere was dry or 
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moist aloft. It was determined by this research that the combination of 

satellite and surface moisture data when analyzed in this particular way 

gives a better determination of the overall tropospheric moisture 

&tructure at the mesoscale than available by either system alone. 

Time-difference moisture fields for the four hours between 1000 and 

1400 GMT showed similar features at the surface observation scale, in 

spite of large differences between the individual fields of satellite

derived and surface-estimated total water. This indioates the ability 

of the satellite data to detect temporal moisture changes within a short 

time span at least as well as could be estimated from surface weather 

data alone. As a further check, 700 mb winds were used to confirm that 

the temporal moisture changes are reasonable when advection of moisture 

by the mid-level winds is considered. 

Finally, a structure analysis of the satellite-derived fields was 

used to determine inherent noise levels. These satellite data noise 

levels were much less than the satellite-conventional differences. 

Signal-to-noise considerations also confirm that there is significant 

information content in the satellite-derived fields even at the scale of 

surface weather observations (mesoscale). 
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1.0 IN'lRODUCTION 

Satellite or other remote sounding systems used to obtain 

meteorological parameters were at one time thought to be able to replace 

oonventional (balloon and other ground based) measurement systems. 

This. however. has never come true other than over the oceans or in 

other data sparse regions where conventional soundings are few. 

Satellites do have the ability to gather large amounts of data at high 

space and time resolutions and to cover virtually all of the earth with 

such measurements within a short period of time. This capability alone 

has probably been the main reason for the continued use of satellites. 

and not the quality of the satellite-derived products. 

Satellite and conventional measurement systems are inherently 

different in that one is remote and the other is basically in-situ. For 

this reason the two systems are not redundant and they can be 

complementary. This contrast also causes problems when trying to 

measure one system against the other. If the inherent differences and 

limitations of each system are considered. satellite measurement systems 

can be used along with the conventional measurement systems which have 

already found their place in meteorological history. 

The main reason for measuring atmospheric parameters eventually 

boils down to the ability to better forecast the weather. In the 

process of trying to 'provide better forecasts. the need for bette.r 

analyses is vi tal.- Better analyses come in one sense from larger 

numbers of measurem.,nts· over a large a-reA. The satellite alone has the 
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ultimate capability in this respect, being able to sample the whole 

earth, or parts thereof, with high-density measurements. These high

density measurements include both space and time sampling. 

More recently the need for high-density measurements for numerical 

model input has reconfirmed the need for the satellite platform. 

Satellite measurements, however, can generally be more useful if they 

are interpreted as meteorological variables rather than radiances or 

brightness temperatures. The satellite-derived values may not be the 

same meteorological variables measured by conventional systems, but they 

must relate to important atmospheric quantities, such as temperature and 

moisture. The closer the satellite-derived values come to conventional 

measurements, the more it would please most users. However, it is not 

always entirely possible or desirable to duplicate conventional 

measurements. The challenge of this new data set is then twofold: 1) to 

be able to derive useable meteorological parameters from satellite data, 

and 2) to use those measurements effectively. 

Being able to derive useful meteorological parameters is the 

immediate goal, since unless proven to be able to reproduce certain 

basic atmospheric variables, the satellite platform may not continue as 

a desirable expenditure of time and effort. This study shows that 

satellite-derived parameters are able to reproduce details at the 

resolution of synoptic surface observations (at much higher resolution 

than the rawinsonde network), that they can add limited vertical 

resolution to conventional surface measurements, and that they can 

provide temporal information over a relatively short time span. 
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1.1 Brief History of Satellite Soundings 

The retrieval of atmospheric parameters from satellite radiances 

hal a relatively short history. The fir.t meteorological .atellite wa. 

launched in 1959. At that time the idea of using remote sounding to 

derive meteorological variables, such as temperature and moisture, from 

sateUi te measurements was also new. Kaplan (1959), Wad: (1961), and 

King (1963) devised methodology for satellite soundings, if only on 

paper. Such satellite sounding techniques, however, were first tested 

in 1969 with the launch of the SIRS (Satellite Infrared Spectrometer) 

and IRIS (Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer) instruments on board the 

Nimbus series of experimental satellites. These early instruments were 

followed by the VTP.R (Vertical Temperature Profile Radiometer) 

instruments on the NOAA operational satellite series. An article 

published by the author was among the first to give results of using 

vtPR infrared radiances to derive high-resolution temperature and 

moisture fields over land areas (Hillger and Vonder Haar, 1977). 

Furthor refinements in satellite soundings were incorporated into 

the experimental HIRS (High-resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder) on 

board Nimbus-6 which was launched in 1975. This again in 1978 lead into 

the operational version. HIRS-2. on board the continuing NOAA satellite 

series. These all, however. were polar-orbiting satellites. Most 

recently remote sounders have been placed on satellites in 

geosynchronous orbit to take advantage of a stationary vantage point 

from whioh to view time-changing meteorological variables (Smith et a1., 

1981). So, in a short span of a little over 20 years satellite 

soundings have gone from theory to operational use. This operational 

use~ however, is limited. to the synoptic scale and to twice-a-day 
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soundings from anyone polar-orbiting satellite. Only relatively 

recently have satellite soundings been applied to the mesoscale (below 

250 km) and at more frequent time intervals. This study is one of those 

attempts at obtaininl high spatial and time resolution satellite 

soundings using HIRS-2 data. Retrieval techniques such as this may some 

day be put into operational use. The time resolution of HIRS-2 is 

limited by the polar-orbiting satellite platform. but it gives a hint at 

the capabilities which will be utilized for satellite soundings from 

geosynchronous orbit (Chesters et al •• 1982). 

1.2 Goals of this Study 

In contrast to most previous work with satellite soundings by those 

wi th expertise in this area. several differences make this work unique. 

The retrieval process for obtaining meteorological variables has been 

constantly modified to incorporate the minimum input of oonventional 

data to produce the most useful output of satellite-derived information. 

This statement is explained more thoroughly in the following goals or 

conditions set upon this study: 

a) The minimum ingest of conventional data is realized by use of 
balloon soundings only to produce the initial guess sounding. 
This single initial guess is used for the entire set of 
satellite-derived mesoscale soundings. By using only one 
initial guess sounding. any features resolvable in the high
resolution satellite-derived products are a result of changes 
in the satellite input and are not due to any changes forced 
upon the satellite input by a varying initial guess profile. 
In certain situations the inital guess profile may even be 
obtained from climatology. or a forecast profile may be used. 
making the satellite sounding products even more independent 
of contemporary balloon soundinss. Also. synoptic surface 
observations are used only for verification purposes. This 
completely independent data set therefore provides a good 
basis for comparison. 

b) The physical. iterative retrieval process uses the radiative 
transfer equation explicitly to best utilize the strengths of 
each of the various satellite channels or measurements. This 
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also allows inoorporation of looal modifioations necessary to 
oorrect for refleoted solar radiation and varying terrain 
heiaht. A major modifioation is also neoessary due to the 
existenoe of nooturnal temperature inversions during the 
nighttime and early morning situations under study. The 
inoorporation of a surface temperature which floats 
independently of the temperature profile allows the addition 
of surfaoe temperature inversions and inoreases the vertical 
resolution of the retrieved soundings near the surface. These 
oorrections are necessary in the use of real data, as 
oontrasted with simulated or controlled sounding experiments 
where the oomplexity of the problem is greatly reduced. The 
use of a physioal retrieval algorithm also eliminates the need 
for a statistical data base upon whioh regression techniques 
rely. 

c) This study was also devised to determine mainly lower 
tropospheric temperature and moisture parameters from the 
satellite radiances. Both quantitative and qualitative 
comparisons are made at both the rawinsonde and surface 
observation scales. A concentration on satellite-derived 
total precipitable water is made in the qualitative 
oomparisons. Also. by contrasting the satellite-derived 
values at the two soales. features become apparent at the 
higher resolution of the surfaoe observations whioh were 
undeteoted at the rawinsonde scale. Information on vertical 
moisture extent is also obtained by comparing the satellite
derived to the surface-estimated total water. Finally. time 
difference fields are computed to show that the satellite is 
oapable of deteoting moisture changes at both high space and 
time resolutions. This has potential for application to 
geosynohronous sounding data now available over the western 
hemisphere. 



2.0 SATELLITE DATA 

The satellite data used in this study are measurements obtained 

from the infrared sounding channels on the TIROS-N polar-orbiting 

satellite series. These far-infrared channels are designed to probe the 

vertical mass and moisture structure of the atmosphere by employing 

frequencies which vary greatly in their atmospheric absorption. One 

inherent drawback of infrared measurements is their inability to sound 

below clouds. In this study no satellite retrievals were produced in 

cloudy situations, although an attempt was made in which cloudy 

situations were only treated by the very simplest of means. The 

complete TIROS-N sounding system is described below. 

Besides the infrared sounding channels. much higher resolution 

visible (1 km) and infrared (8 km) imagery from geosynchronous orbit 

were used to help determine when clouds were contaminating any of the 

satellite soundings. These images also give a good indication of the 

meteorological situation under study as will be described in a following 

section. 

2.1 12!1 System 

The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder System (Schwalb. 1978; 

Worbowetzki, 1981) consists of three instruments. These three 

instruments are: 1) the High-resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder 

(HIRS); 2) the Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU); and 3) the Microwave 

Sounding Unit (MSU). Only the BIRS-2 or infrared data were used in this 
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study, except for a microwave window channel used to help dectoct 

clouds. This instrument is an adaptation of the HIRS-1 instrument first 

flown on the Nimbus-6 satellite (Smith et al., 1975). Two major changes 

were made in the instrument design from the first to the second version 

of HIRS. One change was the addition of three new infrared channels at 

9.71 ~ (03)' 7.32 ~ (H2O), and 3.98 ~ (window). The HIRS-2 channels 

are listed in Table 2.1 (Smith et al., 1979b). Along with the 

wavelenlths and wavenumbers, the principal absorbing constituents and 

the level at which the peak energy contribution arises (for a standard 

atmosphere) are listed. The weighting functions for all TOVS channels 

are shown in Figure 2.1. 

The second major change from HIRS-1 to HIRS-2 instruments was the 

increased horizontal resolution (decreased spot size) at the surface. 

This increased resolution is accompanied by an increased number of scan 

positions along the scan track.HIRS-2 scans in S6 steps (28 on each 

side of nadir) compared to 42 (21 on each side of nadir) for HIRS-1. 

The sub-satellite spot diameter is 17.4 km (a function of the satellite 

altitude), but the closest possible pair of measurements along any scan 

is 26 km. This distance is considered the maximum ground resolution, 

but the separation distance and the spot size or field-of-view increase 

as the satellite scans away from nadir. The distance between scan lines 

which is 42 km is timed so a·s not to allow any overlap between 

individual spots at large scan angles. 

2.2 TIROS-NINOAA-6 Orbits 

TIROS-N and NOAA-6, both of which carry the TOVS instrument. are 

polar-orbiting satellites with sun-synchronous orbits. In other words, 

they view any particular non":':polar region of 'the earth tw·ice a. day (12 
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Table 2.1 
Characteristics of TOVS Channels (after Smith et a1._ 1979b). 

HIRS 
Ch .... neI 
nymber 

I 
2 
3 
~ 
5 
6 
7 

10 
11 
12 

13 
I~ 
15 
16 
17 

18 
19 

20 

MSU 

1 
J 
4 

ssu 

Channel 
central 

wav.number 

Central 
wa...,lenilth 

("m) 

Principal 
aboorbing 

C'onltitulnu 

Level of 
peak energy 
'~("lrrihu.tlun 

---------------~~- -- ~-~----- ----~ - .. - ._-------_. __ . 

668 
679 
691 
704 
716 
732 
748 

898 

1028 

1217 
1364 
14M 

2190 
2213 
2240 
2276 
2361 

2512 
2671 

14367 

Frequency 
(GHz) 

50.31 

53.73 
54.96 
57.95 

Wavelenilth 
(I'm) 

15.0 
15.0 
15.0 

15.00 
14.70 
14.50 
14.20 
14.00 
13.70 
13.40 

11.10 

9.70 

8.30 
7.30 
6.70 

4.57 
~.52 
4.46 
4.40 
4.24 

4.00 
3.70 

0.70 

co. 
CO. 
CO. 
CO. 
CO, 

CO,/H,O 
CO,IH,O 

Window 

0, 

HoO 
H,O 
H.O 

NoO 
N,O 

CO,/N,O 
CO,/lS,O 

CO, 

Window 
Window 

Window 

Principal 
abeorbinc 

conuituefttl 

Window 

0, 
0, 
0, 

Principal 
aboorbini 

constituents 

CO, 
CO. 
CO. 

30 mb 
~O mb 

100 mb 
400 mb 
OOOmb 
800 mb 
900 mb 

Surface 

2S mb 

900 mb 
700 mb 
500mb 

1000mb 
950 mb 
700 mb 
400 mb 

5 mb 

Surface 
Surface 

Cloud 

Level or 
peak eneriY 
contribution 

Surface 

700 mb 
300 mb 

9Q mb 

Level or 
peak eneriY 
contribution 

15.U mb 
4.0 mb 
1.5 mb 

T''''/H''al", •. <o"".t,,,,. The 15-~m band chann.l. 
provide better. ICn.itivity to tht' tempt.-riiture ()f 

relatively cold relion. of the atmoaphere than can 
be achieved with the 4.3-.. m b~nd channelo. Radi
ancea in Channela 5. bot and 7 are aile used L 0 

calculate the heiihta and amounn of cloud within 
the HIRS field of view. 

Surfat. t,mporal"" and cloud detection. 

Total O&OKe concentration. 

Water .apor ,o .. rut.",. Provides water vapor CQrt""
tiona for CO, and window channel.. Th. O. i -"m 
channel i. aleo uaed to detect thin cirru. cloud. 

Temp.,."hm ,0 .... d'II,. The 4.3-..m band channels 
provide better lenaitivity to the temperature of 
relatively warm rqionl of the atmosphere than 
can be achieved with. tht 15-~m band chann,I •. 
.-\110, the Ihort~wave.lenlth radiance. arc Ie .. aenti
tive to cloud. than thoae for the IS-"m re(ion. 

Sur!"" temp.,.o./ure. ~uch I ..... n.itive to cloud. 
and H,O than the II-"m window. Utod with 
II-I'm channel to detect cloud contamination and 
derive surface temperature under partly cloudy 
sky condition.. Simultaneous 3.7- and 4.O-jlm 
data enable reflected solar contribution to be 
eliminated from obtervation •. 

Clout "teetion. Used during the day with 4.Q. and 
II-"m window channel. to define cl .... oeld. of 
view. 

Pur"""" 01 the radinnce ob.-rvation 

Su,!",. • .... ,'w;ly and clout atUtJlIIlhoto determi
nation. 

T,mfH'rUu" sounding. The microwave channell 
probe through cloud. and can be utod to aUeviato 
the inftuence or cloud. on the 4.3- and 15-.. 01 
lOunding channels. 

Purpose of the radiance obaervation 

T .... porat"'. sound,ng. Using CU, gas cells and 
pr_Ufe modulation. the Sst; ob .. rve. thermal 
emi .. ionl from the atratoaphere. 
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hours apart) at approximately the s~e local time each day. The TIROS-N 

series of satellites orbit at about 850 km altitude with an orbital 

inclination of about 99 degrees retrograde. Table 2.2 gives the 

satellite launch and end-of-operation dates and the satellite local 

equator-crossing times. The first two satellites were able to collect 

Gata in unison from June 1979, when NOAA-6 was launched, until January 

1981 when TIROS-N ceased operation. As of June 1981 NOAA-7 took over as 

the operational satellite for the local 3 a.m.- 3 p.m. time slot. 

Table 2.2 

TIROS-N/NOAA A-G Satellite Series 

Local Equa tor-
Satellite Launched Ended Operation Crossing Time 

TIROS-N Oct. 1978 Jan. 1981 4 a.m.-4 p.m. 

NOAA-6 June 1979 8 a.m.-8 p.m. 

NOAA-7 June 1981 3 a.m.-3 p.m. 

During the period when both TIROS-N and NO~6 were operational 

data for any non-polar region could be obtained at both local 0400 an~ 

0800 with a time separation of 4 hours. The satellite orbits, however, 

were designed to oscillate about any particular equator crossing. This 

is a result of the satellite orbit period not being equally divisible 

into one day (i.e., approximately 14.2 orbits per day). So, although 

each satellite views the same non-polar region of the earth twice a day, 

sometimes the orbit tracks lie to the east or west of that location and 

only occasionally directly overhead. Also, because both satellites 

display this behavior but with different periods they have a beat 

frequency or a certain period at which they cover almost exactly the 

same regions of the earth. For TIROS-N and NOAA-6 with orbital periods 
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of about 101.9 and 101.1 minutes, respectively, the beat frequency is 

9.28 days. So approximately every 9 days the two satellites view nearly 

the same regions of the earth. This large beat period limits the number 

of times when the two satellites are in synchronization and are able to 

simulate the higher time resolutions only possible from geosynchronous 

orbi t. 

2.3 TOVS Data and Availability 

One of the periods when both TIROS-N and NOAA-6 were in 

synchronization occurred on 30 September 1980. TIROS-N viewed the earth 

on a descending node (towards the equator) at approximately 1000 GMT 

(0400 LST) as shown in Figure 2.2a and NOAA-6 viewed almost the s~e 

region at approximately 1400 GMT (0800 LST) as shown in Figure 2.2b. 

These two orbits are separated by about 4 hours. This 4-hour difference 

will allow an examination of changes in the satellite-derived 

meteoroloaical variables, especially moisture, during a small time span 

and at high spatial resolution. Data coverage was continuous alonl the 

satellite sub-track except for a calibration period every 40 scan lines 

(approximately every 1600 km along the sub-orbital track on the surface 

of the earth). The calibration sequence lasts the time equivalent to 

three scan lines, thereby skipping a swath about 120 km wide. A special 

objective analysis procedure has been developed elsewhere to interpolate 

into such calibration aaps when a continuous field is desired or is 

necessary (Lipton and Hillger, 1982). 

The calibrated earth-located TOVS data obtained from the NESS group 

at the University of Wisconsin consists of 30 parameters as listed in 

Table 2.3. Of the available parameters only selected HIRS-2 (infrared) 

channels are used. NESS personnel also provided the atmospheric 
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Filure 2.2a TIROS-N desoending orbit (equatorward) for 30 September 
1980 at approximately 1000 GMT (0400 LST). BIRS-2 sounding 
locations are shown. 
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Fi,ure 2.2b NOAA-6 descendina orbit (equatorward) for 30 September 1980 
at approxi •• tely 1400 GMT (0800 LST). HIRS-2 sounding 
locations are shown. 
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transmittance software appropriate for HIRS-2 (Weinreb et al., 1981). 

Table 2.3 

TOVS Earth-located Calibrated Data 

ParamfUr 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

Duoription 

Latitude 
LonSi tude 

Solar Zenith Angle 
HIRS ChI 

Ch2 
Ch3 
Ch4 
ChS 
Ch6 
Ch7 
Ch8 
Ch9 

. ChlO 
Chll 
Chl2 
Ch13 
Ch14 
Ch1S 

'. Ch16 
Ch17 
Ch18 
Ch19 

MSU Ch1 
Ch1 

(sfc and liquid water removed) 
Ch2 
Ch3 
Ch4 

Total OutgoinS Longwave Flux 
Bidirectional Reflectance 

HIRS ChlS 
(corrected for reflected sunlisht) 

2.4 Satellite Imagery 

Degrees North 
Degrees West 

Degrees from Nadir (night = 900 ) 

Brightness Temperature (K) , , 

. 2 
(Watts/m ) 

(percent of maximum possible) 
Brightness Temperature (K) 

The GOES infrared imagery for the times of the TOVS soundings best 

serve to illustrate the cloud situation., Figure 2 •. 3a shows the visible 

imase at 1430 GMT on 30 September 1980, which is one half hour past the 

1400 GMT NOAA-6 pass. The central U.S. from Minnesota down.into 

Oklahoma is partly covered by a layer of fog. The fact that this is fog 
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Figure 2.3a GOES visible image for 1430 G~IT on 30 September 1980. 
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is best illustrated by the infrared (thermal) image at 1400 GMT in 

Figure 2.3b. In this image the fog, being only slightly cooler than the 

surrounding surface, is barely discernable. The temperature change is 

only on the order of 10 K. 

The GOES infrared image for the TIROS-N pass at 1000 GMT is given 

;n Figure 2.3c. This is a nighttime infrared image (no visible 

possible). Here portions of the region that later turn foggy appear 

warmer (darker) than the surrounding clear areas. The faot that the 

areas which produce fog appear warmer is indicative of low-level 

moisture. One explanation for this warm appearance relative to 

surrounding areas is that the surrounding areas are drier and are not as 

radiatively insulated, thereby allowing a stronger nocturnal cooling to 

take place (Parmenter, 1976). These dry areas cooled more rapidly 

during the night and show strong thermal inversions as the 1200 GMT 

RAODs indicate. The foggy area, however, appears cooler than the 

surroundings if we go ahead to 1400 GMT (back to Figure 2.3b). By this 

time the solar heating has increased the surrounding surface 

temperatures above that of the top of the fog. 

The clues to the cloud situation help us interpret the TOVS 

satellite soundings. The transition period from nighttime to daytime is 

a period of strong thermal change. This will be an especially tough 

situation in which to produce time continuity in the satellite products. 
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Figure 2.3b GOES infrared image for 1400 m.IT on 30 September 1980. 
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Figure 2.3c GOES infrared image for 1000 GAIT on 30 September 1980. 



3.0 CONVENTIONAL DATA 

Two sources of conventional data were used: 1) rawinsonde 

(balloon) soundings, and 2) surface weather observations. The 

rawinsondes were used mainly to provide the initial guess temperature 

and moisture profiles for the iterative satellite retrieval system. 

Because the rawinsondes were the only source of conventional upper-air 

data, they were also used for comparison to the satellite-derived 

upper-air parameters at the synoptic scale. 

The surface weather observations, being spatially more dense than 

the balloon soundings. were used only for verification of the 

satellite-derived meteorological parameters at the surface observation 

scale. However. some small differences between the fields of 

measurements are expected to appear because of the inherent differences 

between the satellite and conventional measuring systems. The resultant 

similarities and differences between the conventional and sate11ite

derived products are important and will be examined. 

3.1 Rayinsondes 

The only conventional upper-air measurements taken for the time 

period under consideration were the 1200 GMT rawinsonde observations 

(RAOBs). The 1200 GMT synoptic time was midway between the two 

satellite sounding times of 1000 and 1400 GMT. This places the RAOBs 

within 2 hours of the satellite measurements. The only other 

conventional soundings were taken 10 hours before and after the first 

and second satellite passes, respectively (both at 0000 GMT). 
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Therefore, this set of 1200 GMT RAOBs included all the conventional 

soundinss used in this study. 

The RAOBs were used mainly to provide the starting temperature and 

moisture profiles for the iterative retrieval process. To generate this 

initial guess profile the RAOBs were composited for the region extending 

from 31 to 49 degrees north latitude and from 83 to 105 degrees welt 

longitude, as outlined by the solid box in Figure 3.1. (The dashed box 

is the area where the higher-density satellite retrievals were later 

performed.) Of the 27 RAOBs which went into the composited initial 

guesl, all but one are part of the NWS sounding network which are 

typically spaced at least 250 km apart. The remaining sounding was 

launched at Fort Sill, Oklahoma (FSI) which is approximately 100 km from 

Oklahoma City (OKC). 

The temperature and moisture profiles created by compositing the 

1200 GICl' RAOBs are shown in Figure 3.2. There were some large 

differences among the individual soundings which went into this 

composited mean profile, especially with regards to the moisture and 

temperature structure near the surface. If the moisture profiles can be 

categorized into three regimes, they would be characterized by 1) deep 

moisture, 2) a shallow moist layer near the surface with overlying dry 

air, and 3) relatively dry throughout the troposphere. Green Bay (GRB) 

and Salem (SLO), with deep moist layers from the surface to as high as 

75 kPa (750 mb), are the moist extreme, whereas Topeka (tOP) and Fort 

Sill (FSI) typify the dry over moist situation with shallow moist layers 

of less than 10 kPa (100 mb) thickness (TOP sounding shown later). At 

the dry extreme are Omaha (3NO) and Amarillo (AKA). Other soundings 

displayed intermediate degrees of each of these three broad regimes. 
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Figure 3.2 Mean temperature and moisture profiles composited from the 
27 circled 1A0B. shown in Fiaure 3.1. Plottina is done on a 
USAF skew T-Iog P thermodynamic diagram. 
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The RAOB temperature profiles were generally less variable than the 

moisture profiles except near the surface where many soundings oontained 

shallow temperature inversions with temperature inoreases with height of 

around 10 K within the lowest 2 kPa (20 mb). Soundings typioal of these 

large temperature inversions occurred at North Platte (LBF) and Omaha 

(~NO). These inversions, however, were removed from the soundings when 

creating the composite temperature profile. The reason for this is due 

to the speoial problems caused by nooturnal temperature inversions in 

the retrieval of satellite soundings as will be explained in a later 

section. 

A second use of the RAOBs was as a souroe of conventional upper-air 

data for comparison to the satellite soundings. These RAOBs were the 

only conventional data set which contained vertical structure in the 

meteorological parameters, unlike the surface observations which 

contained no vertical information. By comparing and contrasting the 

conventional measurements with the satellite-derived values, some 

important differences may be noted which relate to the measuring systems 

involved. 

3.2 Surface Observations 

The surface observations were obtained from two sources. One was 

the synoptic surface weather charts generated by the National Weather 

Service (NWS) every 3 hours •. The synoptic reporting times surrounding 

the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 satellite passes were 0900, 1200, and 1500 GMT. 

The analyzed synoptic charts, however, many times do not include all the 

surface observations which wer:e taken at a particular time. Both space 

and time l~itations in creating the plotted charts can prevent all the 

measur.onts· {r.e>m. appearing·.·r.o alt:eviate this problem, a second source 
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of synoptic surface observations was tapped. This was the National 

Meteorological Center (NNC) data balo as archived at the National Center 

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). This data base included as many 

additional surface observations as were plotted on the NWS surface 

chart.. The higher data density of this more complete set of surface 

observations provided a data set more readily comparable to the 

potentially higher-densi ty sa tell ite observations. 

A plot of all surface observation stations reporting at either 

0900. 1200, or 1500 GMT for the smaller area under consideration is 

given in Figure 3.3. Not all stations reported at each synoptic time. 

Table 3.1 gives the number of reporting stations at each of the three 

synoptic times and the total number of observing stations. 

Table 3.1 

Synoptic Surface Observations 
(32-45~ 87-101OW) 

0900 GMT 
1200 GMT 
1500 GMT 

all stations 

Number of Obsorvations 

101 
123 
126 
137 

The meteorological variables which were extracted from each of the 

synoptic surface stations were the temperature. dew point temperature 

and relative humidity. Since these three surface parameters are the 

variables which were obtained at a density approaching that of the 

satellite data, they alone formed the basis for our 5atellite-

conventional data comparisons •. 
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3.3 Meteorological Situation 

The moisture situation at 1200 GMT on 30 September 1980 can be 

summarized by synoptic-scale plots of some of the RAOB moisture 

parameter s. Specifically, the RAOB surface dew point temperature, the 

RAOB total precipitable water and the ratio of the total precipitable 

water to tho surface mixing ratio are plotted in Figures 3.48, b, and c. 

The outlined area in these figures is approximately the area over which 

the RAOBs were composited for the initial guess sounding_ 

Figure 3.4a shows the suiface dew point temperatures which range 

from less than OOC in western South Dakota and Colorado to over 200 C in 

the southern parts of Texas and Louisiana. A dry slot at the surface 

exists through the central states from Nebraska to Ohio. As shown in 

the satellite images earlier, the moist regions to the north and south 

are linked to cloudy areas associated with weak low pressure systems. 

Figure 3.4b shows the total precipitable water for the same area. 

The pattern here differs from the surface moisture field in Figure 3.4a. 

A much stronger moisture gradient exists from the southeast to the 

northwest. However, a similar dry tongue extends from Nebraska into 

Illinois with a local minimum at Omaha (3NO). 

By using the surface mixing ratio rather than the surface dew point 

the ratio of the total moisture to the surface moisture can be 

formed. (The mixing ratio is used rather than dew point temperature to 

avoid division by values at or near zero.) This ratio is plotted in 

Figure 3.4c. Low values of the ratio signify dry or dry-over-moist 

situations and large values signify deep moist situations. The dry or 

dry-over-moist area extends from Texas up into Minnesota. This covers 

the area where the fog formed at 1400 GMT. Radiation fog is most likely 
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to form in a situation where enough low-level moisture exists, but where 

the upper levels are dry enough to allow sufficient radiative cooling at 

the surface. The fog seemed to form in a narrow band on the eastern 

side of this region of low ratios. From a radiative point of view areas 

farther to the west were too dry at the surface to produce fog, and 

areas farther to the east were too moist aloft to allow sufficient 

radiative cooling even though the low levels were moist. 

3.4 Moisture Estimation from Surface Dew Point 

In recent meteorological history there have been many attempts to 

use surface moisture measurements to estimate the total atmospheric 

water content. Reitan (1963) rekindled an interest in the surface dew 

point to precipitable water relations~ip by using mean monthly values of 

both paraaeters to determine the relationship 

In PI = a + b • T d (3.1) 

where PI is the precipitable water (in millimeters) and Td is the 

surface dew point (in degrees Celsius). His mean monthly values for 15 

U.S. RAOB stations gave a correlation coefficient of 0.98 for a total of 

540 observations. His 'a' and 'b' coefficients turned out to be a = 

o ~ 2.413 and b = 0.061 (C) • This relationship covers three years of 

mean monthly values. 

Bolsenga (1965) using the same relationship derived coefficients of 

a = 2.420 and b = 0.077 (oC)-1 for 72 mean daily values with a 

correlation coefficient of 0.85, and a = 2.243 and b = 0.069 (oC)-1 for 

97 hourly values with a correlation coefficient of 0.80. 
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Smith (1966), realizing that the 'a' coefficient depends on the 

vertioal distribution of moisture, suggested a latitudinal and seasonal 

dependence when relatins surface dew point to total water vapor content. 

This was in an effort to reduce errors that may result from using a 

relationlhip derived for mean monthly value.. Smith allo concluded that 

'the lonler the time period over which the mean values of water vapor 

content and surface dew point are formed, the more unique the relation 

is between these two variables'. 

In later work Reber and Swope (1972), also usins mean monthly 

values, derived correlation coefficients ranging from -0.29 to 0.83, 

indicating 'that a direct but widely variable relationship exists 

between the total precipitable water and surface absolute humidity'. 

They also concluded that estimates of total precipitable water from 

surface humidity measurements are not valid. Their results were for 

three .tations in California and were later contested by Glahn (1973). 

Especially under attack was the statement 'that estimates of 

precipitable water from surface measurements, on an individual 

measurement basis, are not sufficiently reliable to justify making 

surface measurements to infer existing precipitable water'. 

Finally in our historical review, Benwell (1965) in studying the 

temporal and spatial variability of precipitable water found 'that the 

observed value of precipitable water is not normally a good estimate of 

the value at that place 12 hours later'. His study included five months 

of data at three Atlantic ocean weather stations. The interest was in 

obtaining estimates at precipitable water based on higher-density 

surface observations over the ocean. He also concluded that the 

correlation coefficients between surface moisture and total water 'are 
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considerably higher than the autocorrelation coefficients over periods 

of 12 hours or mor'e and seem likely to be higher than the 

autocorrelation for periods as short as six hours'. In other words, it 

is better to estimate the precipitable water from surface moisture than 

to assume persistence for periods much longer than six hours. 

Along the lines of Denwell, it was thought to be possible to use 

the surface dew point measurements in this study to estimate the total 

precipitable water at a higher density than that of th~ synoptic RAOBs. 

First, the relationship of total water to surface dew point was 

established for the 1200 GMT RAODs as shown in Figure 3.S. Points are 

plotted for 36 RAODs as well as a least squares line fit to those 

points. The 36 RAODs include the 27 RAODs which went into the initial. 

guess profile as well as nine other RAODs outlined by squares in Figure 

3.1. The extra RAODs to the south were especially helpful in 

establishing the regression line by supplying a set of more moist 

soundings in the upper right corner of Figure 3.5. 

The equation for the regression line is given as 

(3.2) 

The a and b coefficients are specific to this one date and time but 

are only slightly different than those given earlier. The correlation 

coefficient between the variables is 0.81 (661 explained variance). Dy 

eliminating a few outlying points the correlation can be increased, but 

the equation for the line remains almost unchanged. 

To see how well this relationship works, Figure 3.6a is a plot of 

the estimated total precipitable water using the RAOD surface dew point 

values. The contours are very similar to those for the dew points in 
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teaperature for the 36 RAOBs in Fisure 3.1. A linear 1ealt
.quare. roaression line has been fit to the points. 
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contours are very si.llar to those for the surface dew point 
t • .,eratures in Figure 3.4a. 
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Figure 3.4a, but the values and gradient are changed. By differencin6 

the aotual precipitable !ater and the estimated value the plot in Figure 

3.6b is formed •.. Here it is shown that large differences do ocour. 

Generally~ the RADBs above the regression line in Figure 3.5 oontain 

more moilture than would be estimated from the surface and give positive 

differenoel. On the other hand, tho RADDs below the regression line 

have losl total water than estimated from the surface and give negative 

.differences. 

The contours in Filure 3.6b show that the negative values extend 

from Texas up into Minnesota, similar to the low values of the ra tio. of 

total water to surface mixing ratio as was shown in Figure 3.4c. These 

are the dry over moist situations where the estimated total water values 

are greater than the actual values. This is also approximately the 

resion where the fog forms. Likewise, the positive values show where 

the troposphere is moist through a large depth. These differences, 

therefore, give an indication of regions where the atmopshere is dry (-) 

and moist (+) aloft. 

This type of estimated total water analysis will later be extended 

to the surface observations and then compared to the satellite-derived 

total moisture. Because of the lack of upper-air measurements of higher 

denlity than the RAOBs, the estimated total water at the surface 

stations will be used to compare and oontrast with the satellite-derived 

total water. Differences again will be related to areas where the 

troposphere is dry or moist aloft. 

To understand the type of moisture.profile represented when only a 

surface dew point is given, a power-law decrease in mixing ratio with 

pressure 
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Q(p) 
(3.3 ) 

wal used in the Smith (1966) theoretical development. where Q is the 
max 

surface or maximum mixing ratio at p - Pmax. When inserted into the 

precipitable water integral 

Pmax 
U = g-l f Q(p). dp 

o 

whore U is the precipitable water the result is 

°a · Pma= U=')!lx ~ 
g • (1+1 ) • 

Inverting Equation 3.5 results in 

__ <lux • p max 
1 - 1. g • U 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

The exponent 1 can then be found as a function of dew point temperature. 

which determines uniquely the surface mixing ratio. The total water U 

is also determined uniquely by the surface dew point by using a 

relationship of the form of Equation 3.1. 

For the surface dew point to precipitable water relationship found 

for the 1200 GMr RAOBs in Equation 3.2 the exponent r varies slightly 

with dew point as shown in Figure 3_7. A mean value for r of 

approximately 3.5 would represent most situations. This value can be 

us.d to construct an estimated moisture profile given only a surface dew 

point temperature. This technique will be used later for comparisons 

wi th satellite-derived moisture profiles. 
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Figure 3.7 Ezponent for a power-law mixing ratio decrease with 
pressure as a function of surface dew point temperature. The 
results are based on Equation 3.6 and precipitable water 
determined by Equation 3.2. 



4.0 BACKGROUND 

The retrieval of meteorological parameters from HIRS-2 measurements 

has been accomplished by other groups and has been documented in the 

published literature. However, most of these studies have dealt mainly 

with satellite temperature retrieval capability. The main emphasis of 

this work is the moisture retrievals, on which the published result~ are 

fewer. Important differences in the retrieval scheme also exist. One 

major difference is the use of only a single set of satellite 

measurements, from a single field-of-view, to retrieve meteorological 

parameters. This single field-of-viewretrieval scheme is based on 

previous work with HIRS~l satellite measurement in which moisture 

parameters in particular were successfully retrieved in a summertime 

pre-convective situation. 

4.1 Other Studies Using TOVS 

Several studies have been made to determine the accuracy of 

meteorological parameters derived from the TOVS instrument. Many of 

these studies compared satellite-derived parameters to the same 

parameters measured by conventional rawinsonde (RAOB) soundings. Only a 

relative accuracy of the satellite-derived parameters can be determined 

by this method because the conventional data are not error free. 

Therefore the term 'error' in the strict sense must not be used. 

tYpically, most satellite-RAOB comparisons have produced similar 

results. As far as temperature comparisons are concerned, Phillips et 

al. (1979) gave a temperature difference for clear and partly cloudy 
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cases of typically less than 2 K rms with a bias of generally less than 

1 K except near the surface. This was for a relatively small number of 

comparisons. over the ocean for a period of two months in 1979. 

Schlatter (1981) did an independent comparison for a 2 week period in 

1979 using over 1500 clear and cloudy TIROS-N soundings. His results 

gave rms differences varying from 1.S to 2 K except near the tropopause 

and surface where the differences were larger. 

These temperature comparison results have been typically unchanged 

throughout the history of satellite soundings with possibly only slight 

improvements. The predecessor to the HIRS-2, the HIRS-1 instrument on 

board Nimbus-6, produced similar results. Moyer et al. (1978) gave a 

2.1 K rms discrepancy for all levels and stations for a single satellite 

pass. Another stua,y by Schlatter and Dranatator (1979) for an 8-day 

series in August 1975 using approximately 1000 satellite-RAOD 

comparisons gave an rms error of from 1 to 2.9 K with the maximum error 

at the tropopause. 

4.2 Previous Moisture Retrieval Results 

Delides the temperature oomparison results which were summarized 

above. a few studies have dealt with satellite-derived moisture 

parameters. Gruber and Watkins (1979) determined that total column 

preoipitable water was 'reasonably well represented' by the TOVS 

retrievals. Their results included arms precipitable water difference 

(compared to RAODs) of 6 mm or about 27~ of a mean value of 23 Mm. They 

pointed out, however, that moisture data at individual levels was at 

best marginal. This result is due to both the layered structure of the 

atmosphere and the inherently low vertical resolution of the satellite 

sounder. Another stua,y by Hayden et al. (1981) showed that strong 
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horizontal moisture Iradients can be clearly defined which are 

consistent with conventional observations. This. however. was only a 

qualitative comparison. Going back to the study of Moyer et a1. (1978). 

using HIRS-1 data. they achieved an rms dew point temperature difference 

(compared to RAOBs )of 7.3 K for all levels and sta tiona for a single 

pan of HIRS retrievals. This is a 1ar'se difference for retrieved 

moisture at any single level. but when the moisture is analyzed in terms 

of intearated precipitable water tho discrepancy was 2.6 mm of H20 which 

represented only 2~ of the total precipitable water. 

4.3 Difficulties and Differences 

To·retrieve moisture parameters from satellite measuremonts is 

generally more difficult than to retrieve temperature parameters. This 

is true because moisture is a highly variable absorbing and emitting 

constituent which causes strong changes in the H20 weighting functions. 

In the case of temperature retrievals the absorbing constituent. CO2• 

has a relatively constant mixing ratio throughout the atmosphere. The 

temperature is merely a characteristic of the absorber. so temperature 

changes leave the weighting functions largely unchanged. However. the 

effect which moisture has on the weighting functions must be considered 

in every step in the retrieval process in which the moisture changes. 

Another degree of difficulty in retrieving moisture information 

from satellite measurements arises because the moisture lies largely 

near the surface. and meteorological par~eters near the surface are 

typically harder to retrieve than those in the middle levels. Many. of 

the previously-oited studies give temperature comparisons which confirm . 
....... 

this. Mach of the difUcul ty arises bec.ause of the strong effect. of the 

boundary or surface temperature upon the satellite ra:diances.~ To 
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determine moisture the surface temperature must be either known or 

retrieved independently from other satellite channels. A pOint which 

must be stressed is that the synoptic surface observations of 

temperature and dew point were used in this study only for comparison to 

similar satellite-derived parameters. The surface temperatures for the 

moisture retrieval process were, therefore, retrieved independently by 

using the satellite window channels. 

Moisture also tends to vary more rapidly on small space and U.e 

scales than temperature; thus, the need for high space and time 

resolution. Wark et ale (1974) did some of the first mes08cale moisture 

analysis using high-resolution satellite measurements. Smith et al. 

(1979a) also analyzed moisture at the mesoscale. However, most previous 

work haa dealt with synoptic-scale retrievals and comparisons to the 

RAOB network, but for high-resolution satellite soundings the 

comparisons must be made to higher-resolution surface weather 

observations. In this study moisture parameters were retrieved from 

single satellite views at the same approximate resolution aathe 

synoptic surface observations. The surface observations come closer to 

matching the high-resolution capabilities of satellite soundings even 

though the surface observations typically have a mean separation of at 

least 100 b. 

4.4 Background Work with HIR8-1 

The scheme used to retrieve temperature and moisture parameters 

from HIR8-2 is based on previous work published by Hillger and Yonder 

Haar (1981) using HIRS-1 data from Nimbus-6. That study involved four 

case study days in August of 1975. Only three of the case study days 

were meteorologically interesting' and were discussed in detail in that 
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publication. One of the goals of that study was the retrieval of high

reaolution or high-density atmospheric parameters. The maximum 

relolution of HIRS-l was about 35 km, nearly the same as HIRS-2. 

Satellite-conventional data comparisons were made to both NWS 

rawinsondes and synoptic surface observations of dew point and 

te~perature. The comparison to surface observations gave rms 

differenoea of 2.7 K and 4.0 K for temperature and dew point, 

relpectively. In comparison to the RAODs the rms precipitable water 

difference was 5.5 mm or 14~ of the mean. 

Another goal of that study was to use the satellite-derived 

parameters to investigate the meteorological environment in pre-. 

convective situations. Small features at a scale of approximately 100 

km, below the resolution of upper air soundings, were detected by the 

hiah-resolution satellite retrievals. The 'dryline' feature typically 

seen over the southern Great Plains in the summer months was studied. 

Porturbations on the dry line were apparent in the satellite data, 

whereas only the general dry line position was picked up by the synoptic 

surface observations. Local maxima of moisture and instability also 

correlated well with convective development which started from 2 to 2.5 

hours after the local-noon Nimbus-6 measurements. The later convection. 

therefore, provided verification of the highest resolution satellite

derived details which otherwise remain unconfirmed by synoptic surface 

observations. 

The fact that moisture p.rameters were retrievable from satellite 

measurements is in itself an accomplishment considering the inherent 

physical limitations in remote satellite soundings. Another desirable 

goal is to be able to observe these moisture fields to see how they 
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change in time. When combined with surface winds the moisture analyses 

can give moisture advection patterns at a very high resolution. 

Inversely, low-level flow information could possibly be obtained from 

movements of surface moisture, withou.t direct wind measurements. Such 

time-spaced measurements will become more common when the VAS (VISSR 

Atmospheric Sounder) provides operational soundings from geosynchronous 

orbit a. often as every half hour over the United States. As of this 

time theae operational products aro not yet available to us. So, by 

using tho time-spaced polar-orbiting sounding data available in this 

study, an indication of how well changes in satellite-derived moisture 

can be resolvable in time is given. 



S .() TOVS RE'lRIEV AI. SYSTEM 

The retrieval scheme used to obtain the high-resolution TOVS 

(H:m8-2) soundings is based on a similar software used previously for 

BIR8-1 data. Some of the HIRS-l retrieval details covered in that 

publioation (Hillger and Vonder Haar, 1981) remain unchanged, but other 

details will be reexamined where changes have been made as a result of 

experience gained in iterative retrievals. 

First, because of the new ohannels introduced by the change in 

instrument from HIRS-l to HIR8-2 a few modifications were necessary in 

the retrieval scheme. The addition of both an extra window and an extra 

H20 channel were handled by incorporating them into the appropriate 

feedback mechanisms. 

Another feature introduced into HIRS-2 retrievals was a single 

field-of-view cloud correction technique. This was used in an attempt 

to retrieve useful information in partly-cloudy cases (where the field

of-view is only partly obscured by clouds). The results of partly 

cloudy retrievals, however, were not used because of meteorological 

inconsistencies, so the cloud problem was reduced to detection and 

elimination of cloud-contaminated soundings. 

After cloud elimination, the next step was to correct the shortwave 

infrared channels which are susceptible to reflected solar radiation. 

This was only necessary for the 1400 GMT pass from NOAA-6. Such 

reflected contamination can be very significant as will be shown. 
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A new problem was introduced by the existence of strong surface 

temperature inversions when attempting to retrieve nighttime or early 

morning soundings. The previous work using the local-noon orbits of 

Nimbus-6 avoided any problems caused by temperature inversions near the 

surface as were encountered e.pecially with the local 4 a.m. TIROS-N 

satellite data in this stu~. To deal with this problem a temperature 

inversion had to be introduced into many of the nighttime retrieved 

temperature profiles to produce a meteorologically and physically 

reasonable solution to the radiative transfer equation. 

Next, a terrain height correction was necessary because the 

satellite retrievals covered a large area where terrain elevations 

varied greatly. Surface pressures were estimated using the hydrostatio 

relationship and mean terrain elevation data for the area under study. 

Finally, the iterative feedback mechanisms are mentioned. Theso 

mechanisms include feedback to the surface temperature, the moisture 

profile, and the temperature profile. The order of the moisture and 

temperature profile feedback is allowed to change in certain 

oircumstances. Otherwise, the order is maintained until either a set 

number of iterations is exoeeded or there is lack of reduction in the 

radiance residuals. 

5.1 HIRS-2 Additional Channels 

The moisture-temperature retrieval scheme developed to handle 

HIRS-2 infrared sounding data was modeled closely on the HIRS-l 

retrieval .cheme. The scheme is iterative and therefore requires an 

initial guess temperature and moisture profile. This initial guess is 

then changed in iterative .teps according to the differences (or 

residuals) between the radiances observed by the satellite instrument 
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and radiances calculated using the radiative transfer equation and the 

transmittance information specific to the channels under consideration. 

The iterative proce .. incorporates feedback mechanisms which allow 

changes to be made to ~he surface temperature. the moisture profile. and 

the temperature profile. The order of the various feedback mechani~s 

ia determined by the radiance residuals. The surface temperature 

foedback occurs before either the moisture or temperature profile 

feedback. The transmittances are then updated after each iteration or 

change in the temperature or moisture profiles. The.amount of feedback 

i. directly proportional to the differences between the observed and 

calculated radiances for the set of channels which are most responsive 

to each desired parameter. For the surface temperat·ure. moisture 

profile, and temperature profile the selected feedback channels are the 

window, -H20, and CO2 channels. respec·tively. Table 5.1 lists the 

appropriate channels which were conddered in each case and a comparison 

of the HIiS-2 channels to the HIiS-1 channels used in previous work. 

Table 5.1 

A Comparison of HIRS-2 and HIRS-l Channels 

Surface Temperature 
Feedback 

Moisture Feedback 

Temperature Feedback , 

HIiS-2 
Channel 

8 
19 
18 

10 
11 
12 

13 
14 
15 
16 

Wavelength 
(JUD) 

11.11 
3.76 
3.98 

8.16 
7.32 
6.72 

4.57 
4.S2 
4.46 
4.40 

Approx. 
Peak 
(mb) 

surface 

900 
700 
SOO 

1000 
950 
700 
400 

HIRS-l 
Channel 

8 
16 

9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
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the major ohanges from HIRS-l to HIRS-2 occurred because of the 

introduotion of both a new window channel and a new H20 ohannel. Also 

in HIRS-1 retrievals the window channel at 11 ~ was used as an H
2

0 

feedback channel. this idea, however, was abandoned with the HIRS-2 

data beoause of the inolusion of an additional H20 ohannel at 7.32 ~ 

whioh is more transparent than the others.. These three H20 channels can 

theoretically sive a moisture retrieval with up to three degrees of 

freedom (i.e., in up to three vertioal layers). Additionally, the 

multiple window channels were needed for both the reflected radiation. 

correction and for the surface temperature inversion problem which will 

be discussed further in the following sections. 

5.2 Cloud Detection 

Satellite soundings in the infrared are severely limited by clouds. 

For this reason the cloud detection and elimination process is very 

important. By eliminating cloud-contaminated radiances before a 

retrieval is performed computer time can be saved which would be wasted 

by later rejection of meteorolosically inoonsistent soundings. These 

would be soundings which were performed under a clear atmosphere 

assumption, but which actually contained clouds. Meteorological data 

from such cloud-oontaminated soundings may be inconsistent with 

neighboring or adjacent clear soundings. An attempt at partly-cloudy 

retrievals was made, but the process was not used because of the laok of 

a unique solution in single field-of-view situations. The procedure is 

outlined for reference in Appendix B. 

Because retrievals were not used in cloudy situations, the cloud 

problem was reduced to detection and elimination of cloud-contaminated 

radiances. The means for cloud detection depended on the time period 
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under study. The,two satellite passes at 1000 and 1400 GMT occurred 

before and after sunrise, respectively. 

For the 1400 GMI sat~llite data the cloud detection was simplified 

by a visible window channel at 0.69~. The visible reflected radiance 

is not given directly, but as a fraction of its maximum possible value 

{assuaing reflectance = 1.0). This was called the bi-directional 

reflectance (in percent) and is parameter 29 in Table 2.3. A value of 

40~ was used as the cloud-no cloud threshold, with larger values of 

,reflectance being cloudy. A plot of the bi-directional reflectance for 

the area of consideration is given in Figure S.la. The shaded regions 

with values greater than 401 coincide well with the cloudy areas as were 

seen in the GOBS visible image in Figure 2.3a. 

A second means of cloud detection utilized the window brightness 

temperature difference (WBTD) between the 3.7 and 11 ~ window channels. 

This value is plotted and contoured in Figure S.lb. Shading is used to 
/ 

designate values greater than 10 K. This is approximately the same 

cloudy area that was designated by the values greater than 40., in Figure 

S.la. Smaller brightness temperature differences occur in the clear 

areas. 

The reason for the large WBTD values is both related to the 

reflected visible radiation at 3.7 ~m (none at 11 ~m) and because of 

different amounts of atmospheric absorption of these two wavelengths. 

(typically the 3.7 ~ channel has a larger brightness temperature than 

the 11 ~ channel because of lower atmopsheric absorption.) The 

reflected radiation effect is dominant during the day, so large 

brightness temperature differences can be used to detect clouds. A plot 

of the WBTD values versus the bi-directional reflectance is given in 
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Pi,u. 5 •. 1. Bi-directioaalroflectance ( .. ) at 1400 8m' OD 30 IeptUtber 
1980 d.riv.d fro. TOVS WiDdow ok .... l r.diaDce at 0.69 ~ 
divided by its maximum possible value. 
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Figure 5.1b Window brilhtnes. temperature difference (K) (3.7-11~) at 
1400 GMT on 30 Septe.her 1980. 
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Figure S.2 and shows a strong relationship. Soundings with both values 

below their respeotive thresholds of 10 K and 401 are most likely olear. 

Those above both thresholds are most likely cloudy. Others are possibly 

either partly oloudy (WBTD > 10 K but bi-direotional refleotanoe below 

40%) or possibly completely cloudy with a uniform cloud top (bi

directional refleotance > 40% but WBTD < 10 K). 

At night the oloud detection ia hindered by the lack of reflected 

visible radiation. However. the WBTD values can still be used. Sinoe 

the visible radiation oomponent at 3.7 ~ is gone. the WBTD values are 

reduced and may even be negative. By comparing the nightime WBTD values 

in Figure S.3a to the nightime infrared cloud image in Figure 2.3c it 

appears that values greater than approximately 4 K are cloudy and are 

shaded accordingly. 

As an additional cloud detection means at night. the infrared

microwave brightness temperature difference is used. This value is the 

3.7 ~ brightness temperature minus the microwave window brightness 

temperature at SO GHz (paramete~ 24 in Table 2.3). Caution must be used 

because the microwave measurements were obtained over a larger area than 

the infrared measurements (over 100 km resolution compared to about 35 

km for the infrared). So, differenoes may arise due to the spatial 

coverage as well as the emission characteristics. 

A plot of the infrared-microwave differences in Figure S.3b shows 

that the cloudy areas have the most negative values. A threshold of -4 

K may be used and values less than this threshold are shaded. However 

this would also. include values covering most of Nebraska. This region 

of large negative values may be caused by dry surface conditions. 

Microwave brightness temperatures are affected strongly by the surface 
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Figure S.2 Scatter plot of window brightness temperature difference 
(3.7-11~) versus bi-directional reflectance for the area from 
32-4S~ and 87-101OW for the 1400 GMT satellite pass on 30 
September 1980. A correlation coefficient of 0.83 is given. 
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Fiaure 5.3a Window briahtness temperature difference (K) (3.7-11~) at 
1000 GMT on 30 September 1980. 
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Figure 5.3b Infrared ainus microwave bri.htnes. te.perature difference 
(K) (3.7~m - SOGHz) at 1000 GMT on 30 Septe.ber 1980. . 
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emittance. A dry surface has a higher microwave emittance and therefore 

a higher brightness temperature. On the other hand. a wet surface would 

have a reduced microwave brightness and a larger infrared-microwave 

difference. as is seen in Arkansas. This difference should therefore be 

used for cloud detection only as a secondary means or with a less 

stringent threshold. 

So. by using differences between various window channel 

measurements, clouds can be detected both during the day and at night. 

With cloudy values eliminated, temperature and moisture profiles can be 

retrieved by assuming clear column conditions. 

S.3 Reflected Solar Radiation Correction 

One very important correction to the HIRS-2 shorter wavelength 

channels is necessitated by the contamination of the radiances by solar 

radiation reflected from the earth's surface. The solar spectrum 

emitted at a brightness temperature of about 5800 K contains significant 

energy in the shorter wavelength window channels near 4 ~ and in the 

CO2 channels around 4.3~. The relative amount of contamination can be 

found by calculating the energy as seen by the satellite from both the 

earth and the sun. 

The solar spectral radiance L(k,T ) due to a 5800 K blackbody is sun 

found by the Planck function of wavenumber k and temperature T. (Note 

that a uniform set of terms and symbols (Raschke. 1978) based on the 

International System of Units (SI) is used throughout and is listed in 

Appendix A.) 



where 

and 

C k3 
L(k .. T ) 10: __ .. 1 _____ _ 

sun C
2 

k 
eXP[-T-J - 1 

sun 

4 -2 -1 Cl = 1.1909E-5 mW em m S% 

C2 = 1 .438 em K 

Tsu = 5800 K 
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This radiance can be converted into a downward solar spectral 

(5.1) 

irradiance Ek at the top of the atmosphere by multiplying by the 
.. SUD. 

solid angle of the sun 0 • sun 

where 

{1 
sun 

2 
cross-section of sup n rspn 

= 2 = 
(earth-sun distance) d2 

es 

= 6.80169E-S steradians 

(S .2) 

This irradiance is that impinging on a flat surface at the top of the 

atmosphere (i.e., the solar constant). The observed spectral irradiance 

~,ifc at the surface of the earth is then found by accounting for the 

absorption due to the downward atmospheric path having non-unity 

transmittance and taking into account the non-perpendicular reflecting 

surface. Figure S.4 gives an illustration of the solar and satellite 

angles and resulting transmittances. The solar zenith angle, is the 
SUD. 

important variable in determining the downward irradiance. 
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Fiaure 5.4 An illustration of the solar and satellite zenith aa,le. 
whioh ••• t be taken into aooouat in the refleoted radiation 
correction to the shortwave infrared chanaels. 
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where 

'C . _ ('C ) uC(~'1m) 
k,sun k,,=O 

and 'Ck,,=o is the spectral atmospheric tranmittance at nadir. The 

reflected component is then simply 

Ek,ref = Ek,sfc • Psfc 

(S.3) 

(5.4) 

where Psfc is the unknown surface reflectance. The radiance reflected 

from the surface Lk f is then found by assumina an isotropic , s c 

reflecting surface. In this case the reflected solar irradiance is 

distributed equally into a solid angle of 2n steradians (hemisphere) 

E k,ref fe f-= ~,sfc cos_ sine d9 de 
2n nl2 

= ~,sfc • n. 

assuming Lk,sfc constant with _ and e, or inversely 

~,sfc 
§C. ref 

= .• 
n 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

This solar reflected spectral radiance would be the value observed 

by a satellite from a non-perpendicular reflecting surface with a non-

unity reflectance and without considering atmospheric absorption on the 

return path. To take into account the non-unity atmospheric 
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transmittance on the upward or return path the satellite-observed 

refleoted spectral radianoe at the top of the atmosphere becomes 

(5.7) 

where 

~ = ( ) sec(~sat) 
k,sat ~k,,=o 

is the spectral atmospheric transmittance to the satellite at zenith 

angle , sat· 

The satellite~observed reflected radiance is then obtained 

direotly from the known solar irradiance by combining Equations 5.3, 

5.4, S.6, and S.7. The result is 

(5.8) 

To understand the amount of solar reflected spectral radiance whioh 

contaminates various shorter wavelength ohannels, the terrestrial and 

solar radianoe oomponents are given in Table S.2. Ibree oases are 

shown; one of which represents a maximum solar contamination case. In 

the maximum case the surface refleotanoe is assumed to be unity, and the 

solar and satellite zenith angles are assumed to be 00 (i.e., both the 

sun and satellite are directly over a perpendicular reflecting surface). 

In the non-maximum cases the solar zenith angle is increased to about 

700
, as is typical at 1400 GMT (0800 LST), and in the final case the 

surface reflectance is decreased to 30., a relatively high value for a 

non-cloudy surface. 
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Table S.2 

Satellite-observed Terrestrial and Re.fleeted-Solar Radiance Contributions 

BIRS-2 Channel 20 . 19 18 13 10 8 

Wavelength (JUD) . .69 3.76 3.98 4.S6 8.16 11.11 

-1 Wavenumber (em ) 14500 2660 2515 2190 122S 900 

Terrestr ia~f(k,..3100K) 
(mW em m sr ) O. .65 1.1 3.S 61.9 117.7 

Solar Lk , sun (5800K) 22.2 S.2 4.7 3.8 1.3 .75 

(m' em m-2 sr -1) 

Atmos. • Transmi ttanee (,=00) 
1.00 .86 .87 .30 .55 .77 (Standard Atmosphere) 

-2 -1 O. .56 .96 1.0 34.0 90.7 ~ t (mVi em m sr ) , err 

0 , =0 p =1· sun ' sfc •• 
-2 

Lk,ref (m' em m 
-1 sr ) 22.2 3.8 3.6 .34 .40 .45 

Ratio: Ref. to Total (IJI) 100 87 79 25 1 0 

0 
'sun=70 , Psfe=1.: 

-2 -1 
Lk,ref (mW em m sr ) 22.2 .98 .94 .01 .04 .09 

Ratio: Ref. to Total (IJI) 100 64 49 1 0 0 

0 
'sun=70 , Psfe=·3: 

-2 -1 6.7 .30 .28 .00 .01 .03 Lk f (mW em m sr ) ,re 

Ratio: Ref. to Total ( .. ) 100 35 23 0 0 0 
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As can be seen, the reflected aolar contribution to the total 

(terrestrial plus reflected) observed radianoe at the aatel1ite in the 

maximum case oan be as high as 87~ for the window channel at 3.76 ~ and 

79% at 3.98 ~m. In the next case, when the solar zenith angle is 

increased to 700 (which is typical for the NOAA-6 1400 GMI' data being 

considered) the reflected solar contributions drop to 64~ and 491, 

respectively. These fractions represent a maximum early morning 

contamination situation. In the third case, when the non-unity surface 

reflectanoe is considered, the reflected solar contributions drop 

further, to 35% and 23~ respectively. Under these non-maximum 

conditions the solar contributions are still very significant for these 

shorter wavelength window channels. For this reason the solar 

contribution had to be considered for all daytime oases when using the 

shorter wavelength window channel radiances. Only for longer wavelength 

channels with lower atmospheric transmittance, such as the 11.1 ~ 

window channel, does the solar contribution become insignificant in all 

cases. 

The factors contributing to the reflected solar component are known 

for all channels exoept the surface reflectance. As an aid in 

determining the surface reflectance, the TOVS parameters included a 

brightness temperature at 3.98 ~m (parameter 30 in Table 2.3) which was 

corrected for reflected solar contamination. The reflected component at 

3.98 ~ (k = 2515 em-I) will then be the difference between the total 

(solar plus terrestrial) and solar-corrected (terrestrial only) 

radiances 

L 251S,ref = L(2515,T2S1S,tot) - L(2515,T2S1S ,corr) 
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The surface reflectance is obtained using the known solar and 

satellite zenith angles and assuming that the atmospherio transmittance 

is known. So. by inverting Equation 5.8, 

L2S15 ,ref • n = ~--------------~~~~~------------------
E2515.sun • oos(9sun ) • ~2515.sun • ~2515,sat (5.9) 

This calculated surface refleotance at 3.98 ~ is then assumed to be 

oonstant for the shortwave infrared spectrum and is applied to correct 

the other shortwave channels for their solar contamination by using 

Equation 5.8 at the appropriate wavenumber k. 

5.4 Nooturnal Surface Temperature Inversion Problem 

An additional difficulty was encountered in trying to retrieve 

temperature and moisture soundings during the nighttime or early morning 

hours. TIROS-N has a nighttime pass at local 4 a.m. and NOAA-6 has an 

early morning pass at local 8 a.m. During these times the nocturnal 

cooling can allow a temperature inversion to be represented near the 

surface. This temperature inversion can typically be very shallow and 

is not easily sensed by channels other than the window channels which 

obtain their primary contribution from the surface. Paulson and Horn 

(1981) recognized and warned of the nocturnal inversion problem in the 

retrieval of temperature profiles from Nimbus-6 HIRS radiances. This 

problem is especially acute with the nighttime TIROS-N measurement. but 

a method was devised to compensate for the nocturnal inversion when it 

seemed to be implied by the window channel radiances. 

The first step in determining if a temperature inversion exists is 

to look at the surface temperature implied by the three window channels 
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at 3.76. 3~98, and 11 Jim. These three window channels typically live 

very similar brightness temperatures (unless the field-of-view [FOV] is 
, . 

composed of two or more sub-areas with different temperatures, i.e., a 

partly cloudy FOV). The maximum of these three window brightness 

temperatures, ,after correcting the shortwave windows for reflected solar 

radiation, is used al the initial surface or interface temperature for 

the initial guess temperature profile. As mentioned, the initial guess 

profile was a composite of 1200 GMT RAOBs from the area under 

consideration. Many of the individual soundings which went into the 

composite initial guess profile contained temperature inversions near 

the surface. However, this ~ composite profile was used as the 

initial guess for all retrieved soundings at both 1000 and 1400 GMT. A 

temperature inversion may not be present at all places where soundings 

are desired, especially at the latter time. Therefore, if a temperature 

profile to be included in the composited initial guess profile contained 

an inversion, it was changed to eliminate any temperature decreases near 

the surface. The maximum of the window channel brightness temperatures 

is then allowed to effectively add a temperature inversion (temperature 

reduction) at the surface if this maximum window brightness temperature 

for a particular spot is lower than the temperature at the surface given 

by the initial guess profile. In a similar manner, if the maximum 

window channel brightness temperature at another position is larger than 

the initial guess surface temperature. then the surface temperature is 

increased, thereby allowing a larger lapse rate or even possibly 

allowing a superadiabatic layer to be represented near the surface. 

Using the maximum window channel brightness temperature as the 

interface temperature in the ini Ual guess profile has the effect of 
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allowing the surface temperature to float free of the temperature 

profile. This seems appropriate in situations where the surface 

temperature can vary greatly in space and time. This also allows the 

same initial guess profile to simulate lapse rates near the surface 

which range from inversion to superadiabatic, especially when that layer 

is shallow as is true in the cases examined. As a result, vertical 

temperature detail can be added near the surface as required. 

An example of an added surface temperature inversion is shown in 

Figure 5.5. The Huron SD (HON) sounding at 1200 GMT for 30 September 

1980 is shown to have a strong but shallow temperature inversion. The 

composite initial guess temperature profile is also shown as it is 

originally given but with an inversion as implied by the maximum window 

channel brightness temperature at 1000 GMT. The large surface 

temperature discrepancy between the two soundings may be due to their 

two-hour time difference. This new surface temperature is given an 

appropriate pressure according to the average terrain as will be 

explained in the following section. 

5.5 Terrain Height Correction 

A set of standard pressure levels was used to numerically integrate 

the radiative transfer equation. These pressure levels were determined 

by the transmittance software which was obtained from the University of 

Wisconsin. The 40 pressure levels range from 0.1 (level 1) to 1000 mb 

(level 40) with level 20 at 100 mb. Many of the levels are standard or 

mandatory pressure levels at which conventional balloon soundings or 

RAOBs are required to report. The lowest atmospheric level at a 

pre$sure of 1000 mb is nearly the mean atmospheric pressure at sea 

·leveL However, in attempting to do retrievals over land sur·faces, the 

.... 
: ; .... ;:,:.". 
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--------~~o -----------,~b_----------~---------
Composite 

Initial Guess 
!6> 30 Sept 1980 

/' 1200 GMT 
"'7~----600 

-----900 

Figure S.S An example of a surface temperature inversion being added 
to the initial guess temperature profile by using the maximum 
window channel brishtness te.perature as a floating surface or 
interface te.perature. 
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elevated terrain may cause the actual surface pressure to be as low as 

850 mb or less. even for non-mountainous areas of the western Great 

Plains. The largest effect upon the radiances integrated from a non 

sea-level surface would be due to the increased atmospheric 

transmittance to space from this elevated surface. 

To alleviate this problem, so as not to require a knowledge of the 

exact surface pressure (to not require the input of surface data), an 

average surface pressure for any given area is used. This average 

surface pressure is obtained from knowledge of the average terrain 

elevation for the given area. The average terrain height is known for 

everyone-half degree latitude by one-half degree longitude box for the 

United States and was obtained from the archives of the National Center 

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The hydrostatic approximation 

Ap = P g Ah 
(5.10) 

was then used to relate the change in height Ah to the change in 

pressure Ap through the atmospheric density p (determined by the ideal 

gas law from pressure and temperature of a standard atmosphere) and 

acceleration of gravity g. So, using the terrain height and a mean 

sea-level pressure of 1013 mb the surface pressure for an elevated 

surface would be 

Psfc = 1013mb - Ap • 
(5.11) 

In the case of the surface pressure being equal to 1000 mb (p f = 
s c 

P40) the radiative transfer equation (RTE) in integral form is 
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(5.12) 

~ hk 
+ J- L(k,T(p». ~ • &p 

PIOOO . P 

where Lk is the integrated speotral radianoe. The first term is the 

su~face or interface radiance and the intesral represents the 

atmospherio absorption and emission. ~k is the spectral atmospheric 

transmittance at wavenumber k and is a function of the temperature, 

absorber amount, and pressure at any level. This dependency is not 

shown by this simple formulation. 

In summation or quadrature form the RTE becomes 

(5.13) 

where 

and 
L(k,T(p » m 

[L(k,T(Pm» + L(k,T(Pm+l»] 
= 2 

A~ = ~ - ~ k,m k,m k,m+l 

where the integral is summed over 40 layers with PI- 0.1 mb 

and P40= 1000 mb. 

However, since the surface pressure Psfo may not be equal to 1000 

mb, the lowest layers are truncated from the summation until p > p f max s c 

> Plat which point the fraction G of the lowest layer below the max-

surface pressure is determined by the pressure-weighted ratio 

Pmax - Psfc 
G = 

Pmax - Pmax-1 (5.14) 
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wl1ere 

a < 1. 

Figure 5.6 shows an example where the surface pressure is between 920 

and 950 mb, resulting in p = 950 mb. The atmospheric term is then max 

sllmmed to Pmax and the fraction of the lowest layer which is below the 

actual surfaoe is subtracted. 

where 

- a • 

max-l 
1: L(k, T(Pm» • A'l:k ,- m 

lIFl 

L(k, T(p 1» max- • A'l:k,max-l 

'l:k, sfc = a • 'l:k , max-l + (1-a) • 'l:k, max 

(S.lS) 

This summation will also cover cases when p f > p = 1000 mb (a s c max 

< 0). The last fractional term is then added to the other 39 

atmospheric terms. 

The change in elevation is very important for an accurate radiance 

Lk to be calculated for a given temperature and moisture profile at any 

lc)cation. A smooth transition in surface elevation from one scan spot 

tC) the next can then be manifested in smooth changes in retrieved 

parameters. Smooth horizontal transitions are important when analyzing 

high-density fields of satellite parameters. Because each scan spot is 

analyzed independently of all others, the small scale changes from one 

sounding to the next can be used to detect bad soundings, especially 

those caused by undetected cloud fields. 
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5.6 Iterative Feedback Mechanisms 

The basic iteration loop for the TOVS (BIRS-2) retrievals takes 

place after the previously mentioned oorreotions to the observed and 

calculated radiances. The differences between the observed radiances 

and the radianoes calculated for the initial guess profile are used in 

the feedback to correct the initial guess sounding. The appropriate 

channels to feedback to the .urface temperature, the moi.ture profile, 

and the temperature profile were listed in Table 5.1. 

The surface temperature feedback is a modification of that used 

previously (Hillger and Vonder Haar, 1981). The modification was due to 

the use of 3 window channels in the surface temperature feedback. The 

feedback equation for iteration n becomes 

where 

and 

T(n+l) 
sfc 

3 
T(n+l) ~(n) 

1: i, sfc •. i, sfc 
= ;=1 

3 
l: 'I:'(n) 

i=l i, sfc 

AL(in) = L _ L(n) • 
i,obs i, calc 

The new surface temperature is a weighted average of the 

(5.16) 

temperatures suggested by each of the three window channels ki' and the 

weights are the surface transmittances ~i for each channel. The surface 

temperature suggested by each channel is based on the radiance 
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difference (observed minus calculated) and is inversely proportional to 

the surface transmittance in that channel. 

The moisture feedback is also basically similar to that used 

previously. The formula for the mlxins ratio Q(p) at any pressure p is 

where 

3 
1: Sen) AL~n). A'C~n) (p) 

i ·11 
Q(n+1)(p) = Q{n)(p) • [1 _ ..o.:i=::.I1i-.-_________ ] 

3 
1: Adn ) (p) 

i=1 1 

(5.17) 

is the weighting function for each of the H
2

0 channels and sin) is the 

factor to convert from radiance change to mixing ratio change. The 

computation of this faotor is covered by Smith and Howell (1971) and 

Smith (1970). The physical dimension of S is percent change in mixing 

ratio per change in radiance L (i.e., inverse radiance units). A more 

complete explanation of the calculation of the S factors is given in 

Appendix C. 

The S factors relate how the radiance in a given channel changes 

with the moisture profile. TYpically the H20 radianoe decreases with 

increasing atmospheric moisture content. This is true because with 

increased moisture or absorber amount the transmittance of the 

atmosphere decreases and the resulting weighting function peaks higher 

in the atmosphere or at cooler temperatures. Since more of the radiance 

arises from cooler portions of the atmosphere, the integrated radiance 

is reduced. The effect, however, is reversed if a strong temperature 

inversion exists, especially at the surface. 
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The effect of the surface term on the radiance reapon.e to moisture 

changes is summarized in Figure 5.7. Shown are brightness temperatures 

calculated for the 3 ~O channels as a function of total atmospheric 

precipitable water. The results of the surface temperature T f 
s c 

modified by adding and subtracting 10 K are shown by the dotted and 

dashed lines, respectively. Channel 12 at 6.7 ~ is virtually 

unaffected by the surface and shows, as a control, how the water vapor 

radiance (or brightness temperature) typically decreases with increasing 

moisture content. A similar effect occurs at 7.3 ~ which has only a 

slight surface contribution. However, the most transparent H20 channel 

at 8.2' ~ change sits slope as a function of the surface tempera·tur e 

departure. For a +10 K increase in the surface temperature (a 

temperature increase from the lowest level to the surface) the 'normal' 

effect,' of decreased ".diance wi th increased moisture is more pronounced, 

but with a -10 K temperature inversion (decrease) at the surface the 

effect of changing moisture on the calculated radiance is reversed (the 

dashed line for Channel 10). In this case the S factor for this channel 

would be reversed in sign, to reflect the increase in radiance with 

increased moisture. The magnitude of S is initially calculated based on 

the guess temperature and moisture profiles and the initial surface 

temperature as determined previously. The S factors are then updated 

before each moisture iteration based on the new temperature and moisture 

profiles and surface temperature. 

Emperical evidence of the'increase in radiance with increase in 

moisture is given by Parmenter (1976). In nighttime infrared images 

moist areas appear darker (warmer) than adjacent drier areas. This 

effect may be caused partly by the moist atmosphere acting as a blanket 
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Filure S. 7 Simulated brilhtness teBperature response .s a function of 
the total atmospheric precipitable water and surface 
temperature deviation from a given temperature profile. 
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to keep the surfaoe in that region warmer than in adjaQent dry regions. 

Pamenter. however. note. that early morning nurfaoo heatin, qu.iokly 

destroy. this infrared pattern. Gurka (1976) also noted that moist 

area. appear warmer at night. His explanation was linked to the effect 

of the moi.t air upon the radiating .urface causing changes in surface 

temperature. but he al.o .aid that the surface temperature measurements 

at the instrument shelter height do not always confirm this radiative 

effect. For a liven line in Figure 5.7 the concern is the effect of 

changing atmospheric moisture upon the radiance for a constant surface 

temperature. It i. possible that the effect noted by the above two 

scienti.ts was not entirely du. to a surface temperature change from 

moi.t to dry areal. In a surface temperature inversion situation tho 

moist areas would also appear warmer becau.e of the absorption and 

emis.ion from the higher. warmer layer.. In the first explanation a 

.urface temperature chanle in .paoe i. required; in the second 

explanation a surface temperature decrea.e with pressure i. required. 

Finally, the feedback for the temperature profile is accomplished 

usinl the relazation fomula for iteration n 

(5.18) 

where 

L - L(n) 
Al(n) _ i.ob. i.calc 

i L(n) 
i.calo 
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is the normalized radiance difference. As with the moisture feedback 

this difference is a function of the channel ki and causes the maximum 

change in the temperature profile where the weighting function A~. for 
1 

that channel has its peak. For the temperature feedback only the 4 most 

transparent CO2 channels were used. These ohannels were listed in 'rable 

5.1. 

The order of these feedbaok mechanisms alternates between the 

moisture and temperature profiles with the surfaoe temperature feedback 

oocuring before each change to the moisture or temperature profile. The 

surfaoe temperature feedback is oomputed first and more often beoause of 

its strong effect on the radiative transfer equation. In general the 

moisture feedback occurs before the temperature profile feedback. but 

the order can be reversed if the radiance residual for the lowest 002 

channels is larger than a set threshold. This is especially important 

when the same initial guess profile is used over an area where the 

actual temperature profiles differ from the initial guess by several 

degrees Celsius throughout large atmospheric depths. If the radiance 

residual for the most transparent 002 channel (channel 13) is greater 

than .25 mW/(m2sr cm-1 ). or approximately 20% of its mean value. than 

the temperature profile is iterated before the moisture profile. This 

keeps the moisture differences from being masked by large temperature 

differences. However. the normal situation allows the moisture feedback 

before the temperature profile feedback in order to allow small changes 

in the H20 radiances to determine the actual direction of the moisture 

feedback and also because of the emphasis on moisture retrievals in this 

study. 

- :;::.:. 
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Iterations are continued until either of two things happens. One 

is that a maximum of three iteration cycle. are allowed. Experienoe has 

shown that little change occurs in the resultant profiles after three 

iteration cycles. Each cycle. however. includes feedback to both the 

moisture and temperature profiles under normal circumstances. A second 

reason for stopping the iteration process is if the radiance residual 

does not decrease. This residual is the root mean square difference 

between calculated and observed radiances for all channels used in the 

iterative process. 



6 .ORE'IRIEVAL RESULTS 

The retrieval syatem outlined in the last lection was used to 

produce fields of high-resolution satellite soundings for the 30 

September 1980 case which was introduced .earlier. The two sets of 

H.raS-2 measurements at 1000 and 1400 GMT were analyzed independently, 

except for a common initial guess sounding composi ted from the 1200. GMT 

RAODs. The satellite-derived meteorological parameters were then 

compared quantitatively to conventional measurements at both the RAOD 

and surface observation scales and were also statistioally intercompared 

to determine inherent noise levels. The fields of satellite-derived 

measurements were also examined on a qualitaive basis by comparison to 

similar fields of conventional measurements. Changes in the fields over 

the 4-hour time span were also examined. 

6.1 Satellite-RAOD Comparisons 

As mentioned previously, the RAODs were only available at 1200 GMT, 

midway between the two satellite passes at approximately 1000 and 1400 

GMT. For this reason comparison of satellite-derived values to 

conventional RAOD measurements includes a time separation of 2 hours. 

Of the 27 RAODs in the initial guess profile, those within 150 km of a 

satellite measurement position were u'sed for this comparison. However, 

because of limitations on the satellite data availability due to 

calibration gaps and olouds only 17 and 12 satel1ite-RAOB pairs were 

available at 1000 and 1400 GMT, respeotively. The lower number of pairs 
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at 1400 GMT is due to extensive cloudiness at that time. 

The results of the satellite-RAOB comparisons are shown in Table 

6.1. The RAOBs provided the only set of upper-air observations for a 

use as 'ground truth' against which the satellite retrievals could be 

compared. The comparisons, therefore, included temperatures at several 

standard levels and various retrieved moisture parameters. Comparisons 

of the 1200 GMT RAOBs to the 1000 and 1400 GMT satellite-derived 

parameters are given seperately by means of correlation coefficients, 

mean differences (biases) and root-mean-square (rms) differences. 

Table 6.1 

Satellite-RAOB Comparisons 

1Q22 ~s 120Q GMT l~QQ ~s 1200 GMT 
Parameter Carr. Bias bs Diff. Carr. Bias bs Diff. 
Temperatures 
-Surface (oe) (.62) .1 3.0 (.60) 6.6 7.2 
-S5 kPa (oe) (.S8) 3.2 4.6 (.82) 4.0 6.5 
-70 kPa (oe) (.71) S.2 6.7 (.72) 5.8 7.9 
-SO kPa (oC) (.91) 4.9 5.7 (.94) 5.6 6.8 
-40 kPa (oC) (.S4) 2.4 3.9 (.83) 3.S 5.6 
-30 kPa (oC) (.62) 1.6 3.8 ( .48) 3.7 5.8 a (-.09) -.7 7.S ( .38) -.4 9.9 -20 kPa ( e) 

Rad. Sfc Temp (oC) (.57) -4.1 4.8 (.63) 4.1 5.1 

Total PW (mm) (.66) 3.4 4.8 (.72) 4.8 6.S 

Dew Point Temp 
-Surface (oC) (.55) -3.2 4.4 (.46) 2.9 5.3 
-ss kPa (oe) ( .34) 3.6 10.1 ( .33) 5.1 9.2 
-70 kPa (oC) ( .31) 7.9 10.9 ( .36) 6.5 10.7 
-so kPa (Oe) ( .28) 8.2 9.9 ( .05) 8.8 10.3 

Sfc ReI. Hum. ('!II) (.23 ) -15.8 24.3 (.22) -15.1 27.5 

Nearly all the satellite-RAOB comparisons show high correlations. 

For the retrieval temperatures the correlations with RAOB temperatures 

only fall below 0.60 at and above 30 kPa (300 mb). Part of this is due 

to the use of only the more transparent 002 channels in the retrieval 
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process. The channels which peaked at or above the tropopause were not 

used. The highest temperature correlations occur at 50 kPa (500 mb). 

Mean temperature differences (biases) are positive at all but 20 kPa 

(200 mb). This may be due to the assumption of the blackbody emittance 

(emissivity) being equal to 1.0 (blackbody), whereas an actual value may 

be less, causing an overestimat~on in the satellite-derived 

tempe"ratures. 

The radiative surface temperature was the value derived from the 

satellite window channels. This is different than the air temperature 

at the surface because the surface temperature was allowed to float in 

order to incorporate surface temperature inversions into the retrievals 

when necessary. The biases for the radiative surface temperature are 

negative and positive for 1000 and 1400 GMT, respectively. This may be 

reasonable, considering that the RADB surface temperatures are measured 

at shelter t~mperature height and not at the actual surface. Also, the 

radiative surface temperature would be lower before sunrise (1000 GMT) 

and would be greater after sunrise (1400 GMT), creating the negative and 

positive biases. 

The moisture comparisons show the highest correlations for the 

total precipitable water. The positive biases are probably linked to 

the positive temperature biases. The overestimation of temperatures 

would require more atmospheric moisture in the retrieved profiles to 

produce lower radiances equivalent to those observed by the satellite. 

Root-mean-square precipitable water differences are 4.8 and 6.S mm at 

1000 and 1400 GMT, respectively. For a mean total water of 25 mm these 

rms values represent 19 and 26% of the mean, respectively. 

A1 though the dew point temperature comparisons showed lower 
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correlations than those for temperatures, the highest correlations were 

at the surface where more water typically resides. Biases were again 

positive except for the surface dew points at 1000 GMT. These values 

were strongly linked to the surface temperatures because at 1000 GMT 

saturation occurred at the surface at many retrieval locations. Rms 

differences are 4.4 and 5.3 K, respectively, for the surface dew points 

in the two comparisons. 

Finally, the surface relative humidities are compared. 

Correlations are among the lowest of the variables compared. Biases are 

negative, which is reasonable considering that the biases of the surface 

dew points are less than those for the corresponding surface 

temperatures. 

Because of the emphasis on moisture retrievals, a qualitative 

comparison of the satellite-derived and RAOB precipitable water fields 

was made. The satellite-derived precipitable water values at 1000 and 

1400 GMT are plotted in Figures 6.1a and b. respectively. In spite of 

some missing values, the two fields have similar gradients of moisture 

from the southeast to the northwest. There are differences. however. 

The dry tongue from Nebraska into Illinois at 1000 GMT fills or becomes 

more moist by 1400 GMT. Also. the moist area over Arkansas at 1000 GMT 

dries somewhat by 1400 GMT. In other words. the south to north moisture 

gradient has been weakened. 

The satellite-derived precipitable water field at 1200 GMT is 

plotted in Figure 6.1c. This field is composed mostly of time

interpolated values from 1000 and 1400 GMT. Because 1200 GMT is halfway 

in-between the two satellite times. the values plotted are equally 

weighted averages of the two satellite measurements when available; but 
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where an average is not possible, because one of the two satellite

derived values is missing. the value plotted is the available 

measurement regardless of whether the measurement is from 1000 or 1400 

GMT. These non-interpolated values are plotted in parentheses. 

Contours in Figure 6.1c are similar to the RAOD total water 

contours shown previously in Figure 3.4b. Generally, a moisture 

gradient exists from the southeast towards the northwest. The tendency 

towards a dry region extending from Nebraska into Indiana. however, is 

not quite as strong as in the RAOD analysis. The precipitable water 

difference field is shown in Figure 6.1d. The region of differences 

greater than 8 mm is the dry region in the RAOB total water plot. This 

is also where the RAnD surface dew points were low. So,although the 

satellite-derived values are also lower here. they still overestimate 

the total precipitable water. 

6.2 Satellite-Surface Observation Comparisons 

The conventional synoptic surface observations, as mentioned 

before. were used only for verification of the satellite-derived surface 

parameters. The typical synoptic surface observation spacing is 

approximately 100 km, except for a limited number of closer observing 

stations (refer back to Figure 3.3). The satellite-derived surface 

parameters, on the other hand, can be separated by as little as 

approximately 30 km. These spacings suggest roughly a potential 9 to 1 

ra tio of satellite-derived to synoptic surface observations in an 

extreme case. In reality the ratio is approximately 5 to 1 for the 

special high-density surface observations which were used in this study. 

:iiowever, for comparison purposes the satellite soundings were retrieved 

at the same approximate density as the surface observations. 
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In order to compare the nOD-synoptio satellite-derived values with 

the surfaoe observations taken at synoptic times, some time-

interpolation had to be performed. The synoptic surface observations 

are linearly interpolated in time to both 1000 and 1400 GMT. The 1000 

GMl' time-interpolated val.ues are obtained by a 2-to-l weighted average 

of the 0900 and 1200 GMT synoptic values, respectively. Likewise, the 

1400 GMT time-interpolated values are a I-t0-2 weighted average of the 

1200 and 1500 GMT synoptio values. respectively. 

Because not all observing stations reported at each synoptic time, 

there are fewer interpolated values at either 1000 or 1400 GMT than 

measured values at the surrounding synoptic times. The number of 

interpolated observations is shown in Table 6.2. 

1000 GM!' 

1400 GMl' 

Table 6.2 

Time-Interpolated Surface Observations 
and Paired Satellite-Surface Observations 

Number of Time-Interpolated 
Surface Observations 

94 

112 

Number of 
Satellite-Surface Pairs 

7S 

63 

For each of the time-interpolated observations the .olosest 

satellite-derived value was chosen for comparison. The only limitation 

was that the satellite value had to be within 60 k.m of the synoptio 

station, however most satellite locations were within 40 km of the 

surface observati.ons with whioh they were paired. Also, for varioll' 

reasons some of the satellite-derived vailles were llnavailable. TWo of 

the major reasons were the calibration gaps in the radiance fields and 

cloud contamination, which prohibited soudings at certain positions. 
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Therefore, the number of satellite-conventional pairs is less than the 

number of conventional observations, as shown in the last column of 

Table 6.2. Because of extensive cloudiness at 1400 GMI' the. number of 

satellite values was reduced and likewi.e the number of satellite-

conventional pairs. 

The three surface parameters which were compared are the 

hmperature, dew point temperature. and the relative humidity. Also 

shown is a comparison of the satellite-derived total precipitable versus 

the precipitable water estimated from the surface dew pOint 

temperatures. Separate columns are used to compare the meteorological 

variables at both 1000 and 1400 GMT. Table 6.3 gives the satellite-

versus-surface correlation coefficients, mean differences (or biases), 

and root-mean-square (rms) differences. 

Table 6.3 

Satellite-Synoptic Surface Observation Comparisons 

1000 GMT 1~00 GIlT 
(75 pair) (63 pair) 

Parameter Corr. !!ill Rms Diff. ~. J!!!.!. Rms Diff. 

Sfc Temperature (oC) (.53) -4.5 5.2 ( .75) -.4 2.0 

Sfc Dew Point Temp (oC) ( .59) -3.0 4.2 ( .59) 1.8 4.4 

Sfc Rei. Humidity (~) ( .19) -8.9 21.0 (.33) -5.8 24.7 

Estimated Tot. PW (mm) ( .34) .2 S.S ( .62) 1.8 S.2 

In the retrieval process no special attempt was made to eliminate a 

bias in the satellit~etrieved parameters. A positive bias, for 

example, indicates that the satellite-derived values are larger than the 

conventional values and vice versa. 
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As in the case of the satellite-RAOB comparison the rms differences 

are the standard 'error' analyses which are typically shown in most 

satellite-conventional comparisons. This differenoe is not entirely an 

error in the satellite products but is oomposed of errors in both the 

satellite and conventional data and disorepanoies due to different space 

and time sampling methods between the two sets of measurements. Bruce 

et al. (1977) found that rms temperature differences of a minimum of 

.approximately 1 K can be attributed to the comparison of point versus 

area-averaged temperatures. 

The correlation coefficients are fairly high for surface 

temperature and surface dew point comparisons. The square of the 

correlation coefficient represents the proportion of the variance in one 

set of measurements which oan be explained by the other set of 

measurements (the explained variance). For example, the highest 

temperature correlation of 0.75 represents a 5e. explained variance 

using satellite retrievals to predict surface temperatures. Correlation 

coefficients for the surface relative humidity values are lower, as was 

the case with the satellite-RAOB comparisons. 

The last row in Table 6.3 shows a comparison of the satellite

derived precipitable water with the precipitable water estimated from 

the synoptic surface dew point values. The estimated total water values 

were obtained by the applioation of Equation 3.2 to the surface dew 

points. The correlation is hisher at 1400 GMT than at 1000 GMT. Biases 

are surprisingly' low and rms differences are similar to those for the 

satellite-RAOB comparisons. The rms values of 5.S and 5.2 mm are 221 

and 21~, respectively, of the previously-used mean precipitable water of 

25 mm. 

. .... ~: . -
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Point-to-vointcomparisons of the satellite-derived values versus 

conventional surface observations are given in Figure 6.2 (a, b. and c). 

These figures show the scatter involved in a one-to-one comparison. 

Also shown in each figure is a (solid) line which would represent a 

perfect 1 to 1 relationship between the satellite and surface data sets 

and a similar (dashed) line adjusted for the bias between the data sets. 

The surface temperature comparisons in Figure 6.2a show a similar 

spread between the two sets of measurements at both 1000 and 1400 GMT. 

However, the larger bias at 1000 GMT is due to the strong temperature 

inversion situation at this time. The radiatively cold surface causes 

the satellite to underestimate the measured (synoptic) surface 

temperatures. which were recorded at instrument shelter heiaht. A 

higher correlation and lower bias occurs at 1400 GMT. 

The dew point temperature comparisons at both 1000 and 1400 GMT are 

shown in Figure 6.2b. A larger spread between the satellite and 

cc)nventional dew point tempera tur e s occur sat 1400 GMT where sa telH te 

values overestimate the moisture in the driest cases. In other 

locations the satellite underestimates surface moisture at this same 

time. 

The comparisons between satellite-derived and surface-estimated 

total precipitable water at both 1000 and 1400 GMT are given in Figure 

6.2c. There is a larger spread between the two sets of measurements at 

1000 GMT than at 1400 GMT. This is probably due to the predominance of 

surface temperature inversions at that time. The differenoes between 

the satellite-derived and surface-estimated total water can be likened 

to the differences between the actual and surface-estimated total water 

discussed previously. The areas where these differences occur will be 
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examined thoroughly when the fields of precipitable water from each 

system are compared and contrasted. 

The satellite-synoptic comparisons must also be examined in the 

light of" the variability of the synoptic observa tiona which went into 

each of the time-interpolations. Table 6.4 gives the correlations. mean 

differences (biases). and rms differences between the surface 

observations at various synoptic times. All of the variable 

correlations are high except for the 1200 versus 1S00 GMl' surface 

temperatures. This indicates a significant change in the temperature 

field from 1200 to 1500 GMT. probably due to horizontal variations in 

solar heating after sunrise. 

Table 6.4 

Synoptic Surface Observation Intercomparisons 

Parameter 

Sfc Temperature (oC) 

Sfc Dew Point Temp (oC) 

Sfc ReI. Humidity (IJI) 

Estimated Tot. PW (mm) 

0900 va 1200 GMT 
(112 pair) 

~. i!!l! Rms Diff. 

(.94) -.6 1.3 

(.97) -.2 1.1 

(.90) 2.2 S.2 

(.96) -.2 (1.6) 

1200 ys1S00 GMT 
(94 pair) 

~. Bias Rms Diff. 

(.40) 4.0 S.3 

(.91) 1.6 2.6 

( .78) -11.1 15.8 

(.89) 2.3 3.6 

The low bias and high correlation situation between 0900 and 1200 

GMT gives in4ication of the variability or noise level of the synoptic 

parameters. The minimum rms values of 1.3 K and 1.1 K for surface 

temperatures and surface dew points are relevant to the comparison of 

satellite-derived values to time-interpolated synoptic values. This 

minimum time-difference uncertainty must be considered in addition t.o 
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the discrepancies due to comparisons of point versus area-averaged 

values pointed out by Bruce et al. (1977). 

In the following subsections a further qualitative comparison of 

the satellite-derived and conventional synoptic fields will be made. In 

this case fields of satellite-derived precipitable water were retrieved 

at the scale of the surface observations, or approximately with 100 km 

resolution. Satellite-derived values could be obtained at higher 

resolution (down to 30 km) but they were retrieved at the same 

approximate resolution as the surface observations for this comparison. 

Precipitable water fields warrant further attention, because of the 

emphasis on moisture retrieyals in this study, and because the 

satellite-derived total precipitable water gave the highest correlations 

of the retrieved moisture parameters when compared to the RAOBs. 

6.2.1 A Closer Look at 1000 GMT 

The satellite-derived total water field at 1000 GMT at the scale of 

the surface observation is plotted in Figure 6.3a. The area covered is 

the smaller area in Figure 3.1. More detail arises at this higher 

resolution than at the RAOB scale. Outstanding features include a local 

moisture minimum in Illinois. At this resolution this moisture minimum 

is separated from the dry region to the west, whereas at the RAOB scale 

(Figure 6.1a) the contours were drawn to indicate a dry tongue extending 

from Nebraska into Illinois. 

Another feature is the moisture maximum in Arkansas. This same 

feature was shown at the RAOB scale in Figure 6.1a but here it is 

supported by more than one satellite-derived value. A strong moisture 

gradient also exists from Arkansas into Missouri. 
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For comparison purposes. precipitable water has been estimated from 

the time-interpolated surface observations at 1000 GMT by using Equation 

3.2. This was the surface dew point to total precipitable water 

relationship found for the RAOBs at 1200 GMT. The surface-estimated 

total water field is given in Figure 6.3b. Here the contours show a 

general moisture gradient from southeast to northwest. Dry regions to 

the west and over Illinois are separated by a thin moist region of as 

little as 100 km in width. This moist bridge agrees somewhat with the 

satellite-derived precipitable water which shows the dry tongue not 

linked from west to east. On the other hand. the satellite-derived 

moisture maximum over Arkansas is not as strong in the surface-estimated 

water contours. Differences will exist because of the nature of the two 

sets of measurements. 

Figure 6.3c shows the difference field created when the surface

estimated precipitable water values are subtracted from the satellite

derived values. Because the estimated total moisture is determined by 

the surface dew point. it repre.ents a certain moisture lapse rate or a 

given decrease in moisture with height. The satellite-derived moisture 

profile begins with a given initial guess moisture profile and is 

adjusted to try to represent the true moisture situation. If the 

satellite provides a better representation of the vertical moisture 

structure. then the satellite-minus-estimated difference shows something 

about the vertical extent of the moisture. This would be similar in 

interpretation to the actual-minus-estimated total moisture differences 

plotted at the RAOB locations in Figure 3.6b. Positive differences 

represent regions where the atmosphere is determined by the satellite to 

be moist aloft, i.e., more moisture is detected than is estimated from 
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the surface. On the other hand, nesative differenoes represent resions 

where the atmosphere is dry aloft, i.e ••. less moisture is deteoted than 

is estimated f~om the surface. 

Resions of the larsest positive differenoes in Fisure 6.3c oover 

parts of Wisconsin and northern Illinois, parts of Nebraska and also 

parts of Arkansas. Here the moisture is detected by the satellite to be 

Ileeper than that sussested by a moisture profile estimated from the 

surface ·dew point. Nesa tive values reach a maximum in Texas and 

Oklahoma with ne,a tive values extendin, up into Iowa. These negative 

values represent a situation where the atmolphere is deteoted by the 

satellite to be dry aloft. Not surprisingly, this is also where the fog 

forms which was shown in the 1400 GIlT visible iu,e in Fi,ure 2.3a •. 

Regions where the atmosphere is moilt aloft, such as over Arkansas, are 

not conduoive to radiation fog because of the suppressed infrared 

cooling to spaoe, even thoulh lower layer. of the a taospher e may be very 

moist. 

Examples of satellite and conventional soundinss in a negative 

region are shown in Figure 6.4a. Here the satellite sounding at 1000 

GMT is oompared to the 1200 GMT RAOB at Topeka (TOP). Also shown i. a 

power-law moisture profile generated using Equation 3.3, with the 

exponent determined by Equations 3.2 and 3.6. The three moisture 

profil •• serve to compare precipitable water amounts based on three 

determinations; an in-situ sounding, a moisture profile estimated from a 

.urfaoe dew point measurement, and a satellite-derived moisture profile. 

Because the atmosphere is dry above a shallow moist layer, the power-law 

moisture profile overestimates the moisture at most levels other than 

near the surface. The satellite-derived profile also overestimates the 
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moisture at most levels except near the surfa~e, but to a lesser degree 

than the surface-estimated moisture profile. Thus, a negative 

(satellite-minus-estimated) difference is determined for this case. 

Figure 6.4b shows a similar comparison of moisture profiles for a 

positive region in Figure 6.3c. Here surface-estimated and satellite

derived moisture profiles are compared to the 1200 GMT Peoria (PIA) 

RAOB. In this case the surface-estimated moisture profile 

underes.timates the actual moisture in the deep moist layer near the· 

surface. The satellite-derived profile, on the other hand. more closely 

represents this deep moisture near the surface. The positive difference 

for the satellite-derived minus surface-estimated total water indicates 

• moist-aloft situation, or in this case a situation where the moisture 

is deeper than the previous example. 

In both of these examples the satellite did provide a better 

moisture profile than one estimated from the surface dew point 

temperature. The surface-estimated moisture profiles are far from good, 

but they may be all that is available without an actual sounding. By 

comparison -of satellite-derived total water to the surface-estimated 

moisture, which is of little value alone, there is an indication of 

vertical moisture structure, if only in terms of moisture depth. This 

is important in that only a few t,ypes of moisture profiles are 

meteorologically significant. Of basic importance in this case of fog 

formation is the vertical moisture extent. The negat'ive values of 

satellite-derived minus surface-estimated moisture indicate a dry-over

moist situation for a large portion of the area where the radiation fog 

forms. 
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6.2.2 A Closer Look at 1400 GMT 

A set of figures similar to those shown for 1000 GMT are given for 

the 1400 GMT satellite pass. Fiauro 6.5a shows the satellite-derived 

total precipitable water field. Here two major features appear which 

did not show up at the resolution of the RAOBs. First, a local moisture 

maximum on the Iowa-Illinois border occurs in a region where there are 

no RAOBs. The only indication in the RAOB-resolution plot in Figure 

6.1b is the higher value at Peoria (PIA). The other major feature which 

appears at higher resolution is the dry tongue which extends from Kansas 

into Missouri. This feature. however. is not supported by many 

satellite-derived values because the fog prohibits satellite soundings 

over much of this area. It was also not shown at the RAOB resolution in 

Figure 6.1b, again because of missing values over this area. However, 

the few satellite-derived values which exist at the surface observation 

resolution indicate such a dry tongue. The visible satellite image 

showed this region of fog to be patchy and not as dense as fog areas to 

the north and south. 

For comparison, Figure 6.Sb is a plot of the estimated total water 

field from the time-interpolated surface observations at 1400 GMT. 

Again to obtain these values, the surface dew point to precipitable 

water relationship for the 1200 GMT RAOBs was used. Here. the strong 

local moisture maximum indicated by the satellite-derived values on the 

Iowa-Illinois border is not shown. The dry region in the east has also 

been reduced in size when compared to the similar 1000 GMT plot in 

Figure 6.3b. 
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interpolated surface observations at 1400 GMT on 30 September 
1980 by using Equation 3.2. 
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The difference fiold in Figure 6.50 showl areal where the 

atmosphere is moist (+) and dry (-) aloft. The major features are 

similar to those shown in the 1000 GMT differenoe field (Figure 6.30). 

However, some shifting of the patterns has occurred, most notably the 

moist-aloft maximum now over the Iowa-Illinois border and the reduction 

in strength of the positive differences over Arkansas. 

6.2.3 4-Hour Time Differenoes 

One goal of this study was to examine the time change of the 

satellite-derived moisture values to determine if moisture changes could 

be detected at high space and time resolutions. For this reason, the 

4-hour time change in satellite-derived total precipitable water between 

1000 and 1400 GMT is plotted in Figure 6.6a. Outstanding features 

include a large increase in moisture along the Iowa-Illinois border and 

an equally strong decrease in moisture in the vicinity of northeastern 

Nebraska. Negative values dominated a region extending from Nebraska 

into Kansas and Arkansas. 

A similar time-difference analysis of the surface-estimated total 

precipitable water· is sh.own in Figure 6.6b. Here, the same two features 

exist. The large increase in moisture, however, covers most of 

Illinois, approximately the region covered by weaker positive 

differences in the satellite-derived field in Figure 6.6a. The region 

of strong negative values covers most of Kansas and spreads north and 

south. This is approximately the same region of maximum moisture 

decrease shown by the satellite-derived time-difference field. However, 

the largest negative values in Figure 6.6b are now in Kansas and not in 

Nebraska. The shift of the local maxima and minima betwe~n the two 

fields is related to the depth over which the moisture change occurs. 
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The surface-estimated total water values would more closely .how surface 

moisturo chango and the satellite-derived values would .how lategrated 

moisture chaage. 

The fact that the two time-chaage fields are similar is remarkable 

consideriag the large differeaces which existed betweea the satellite

derived aad surface-estimated total precipitable water fields at both 

1000 aad 1400 GMT. These differences were related to the atmosphere 

being moist (+) and dry (-) aloft. The time-difference fields, however, 

show mesoscale features which are similar althouah dependent on depth. 

A key to why these satellite-derived moisture changes are 

reasoaable is found by looking at the 70 kPa (700 mb) wiads at 1200 GMT. 

Benwell (1965) used 700 mb wind trajectories to compare advected 

moisture fields to those observed at a later time. His conclusion was 

that precipitable water is a fairly conservative quantity which could be 

advected with the 700 mb winds. 

For this case the 700 mb wind and streamlines are drawn in Figure 

6.7. The flow is geaerally from the north-northeast with a cyclonic 

pattern forming in the southeastern U.S. Using this flow pattern along 

with the RAOB total precipitable water pattern in Figure 3.4b, it is 

reasonable that moist air has been advected from Minnesota and Wisconsin 

into the previously dry slot in Iowa and Illinois. Also, the decrease 

ia moisture .in Kansas is likely associated with the advection of dry air 

from Colorado and westera Nebraska towards the southeast. 

Aaother possible reason for the increase in moisture in the Ioya

Illinois region may be due to low-level convergence causing moist air to 

be advected vertically from the surface. The surface wind analysis at 

1200 GMT (not shown) indicates some low-level convergenoe of moisture 
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( ~ IROF) although the winds are weak (typically less than S m sec ). 

This additional. explanation is plausible because of the limited ability 

of mid-level <-100 mb) moisture advection alone, to explain the larae (8 

mm) satellite":'derived moisture change in this region in only 4 hours. 

6.3 Structure Analysis of Satellite-Derived Products 

Another means of determining the quality of the satellite-derived 

products is through statistical structure analysis. For a high-

resolution field of satellite-derived products a pairing of all values 

is performed. The pairing is done in such a way as to include all 

possible combinations of two values. grouped as a function of their 

separation distance. For various ranges of separation distances the 

mean-squared difference is then calculated and is plotted as in the 

example in Figure 6.8. This structure funotion (Gandin. 1963) is a 

statistioal measure of the gradient in the field of measurements. 

Similar analyses of satellite measurements and satellite-derived 

products have been performed on, other data sets (Hillger and Vonder 

Baar, 1979). 

One feature of the structure function is the ability to estimate 

the noise level in an analyzed variable. Ibis is done by compensating 

for the gradient in the data by extrapolating the structure to zero 

separation distance. For instance. in Figure 6.8 a line may be fitted 

to the structure values determined for various range gates. In this 

case the range gates are SO km Wide with structure values centered at 

approximately SO km intervals. The fitting and the extrapolation 

process are sometimes not easy when the structure function is not well 

o~haved. So. as an alternative, rather than extrapolating the structure 

to zero separa tion distance the value given at the smallest separation 
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Figure 6.8 Structure as a function of separation distance for 
satellite-derived 85 kPa (850 mb) dew pOint temperatures at 
1400 GMT on 30 September 1980. A third-degree polynomial with 
zero slope at x=O is fitted to the first four points. 
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can be used as a proxy noise level. For most meteorological fields only 

a small amount of gradient will typically exist between values separated 

by this small distance. As shown in Figure 6.8 for satellite-derived 85 

kPa (850 mb) dew point temperatures at 1400 GMT. the structure function 

does not increase rapidly with separation distanoe. So the value at 

approximately 52 km (the mean separation distance for paired values in 

the 25 to 75 km box) can be used reliably to estimate the noise level in 

this parameter. 

The noise level is estimated based on the assumption that each 

satellite-derived value contains an uncorrelated noise component. If 

the gradient is removed. then the structure or mean-squared difference 

will be reduced to 2a2 where a is the rms noise on an individual 

measurement. A noise value is thereby determined for the various 

satellite-derived parameters. Table 6.S gives the rms noise values 

estimated by the statistical analysis of the fields of satellite-derived 

parameters at both 1000 and 1400 GMT. Because of variations between the 

individual fields the results are dependent on the statistical base in 

each field. but similar noise levels are determined for most parameters 

at both 1000 and 1400 GMT. 

Table 6.5 

Structure Analysis of Satellite-Derived Parameters 

1QQQ GMT l~OQ GM"J;: 

Parameter Noise1 Si&nal2 §.nf Noise1 Si&nal2 §.nf 
0 1.7 3.6 (2.1) 3.1 3.7 (1.2) Sur f ace Temper a tur e ( C) 

Rad. Sfc Temperature (oC) 1.3 2.3 Cl.8) 1.5 3.0 (2.0) 
Precipitable Water (mm) 1.2 3.8 (3.2) 1.8 5.0 (2.9) 

0 1.3 2.3 (1.7) 1.S 3.8 (2.S) Sfc Dew Point Temp ( C6 8SkPa Dew Point Temp ( C) .8 2.1 (2.3) 1.3 2.9 (2.2) 
Sfc Rei. Humidity (tfo) 4.6 18.8 (4.1) 8.9 24.5 (2.7) 
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1) Based on mean-squared difference between paired values at 
minimum separation of approximately 30 km. 

2) Standard deviation of all values in analyzed field. 

3) Signal-to-noise ratio. 

Noise levels are estimated to be approximately 1.3 to 1.5 K for the 

radiative surface temperature, 1.3 to 1.S K for the surface dew point, 

and 1.2 to 1.8 mm for total precipitable water. Some larger errors 

undoubtedly exist, but reliability should not be given to variations 

smaller than the estimated noise levels when analyzing the satellite-

derived fields. 

The noise levels for the satellite-derived parameters determined by 

this method are not dependent on a comparison with conventional 

measurements. They are merely the result of a statistical 

intercomparison of the individual values in a given field. For this 

reason the estimated errors are less than the differences determined 

previously by the comparison of the satellite-derived values to 

conventional measurements, and they, therefOre, may be considered closer 

to the true noise levels. 

Table 6.S also contains the standard deviations of the satel1ite-

derived values in each analyzed field. This is a measure of the data 

signal level. The ratio of this standard deviation to the estimate.d 

noise level gives a signal-to-noise ratio for the data s~t. The 

signal-to-noise values range from 1.2 to 4.1 for the various parameters. 

with a typical vaIu.e of at least 2. ind.icating that most of the 

satellite-derived fields have significant structure or gradient compared 

to their estimated noise levels. 



7.0 SUDARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A physical. iterative retrieval scheme to derive meteorological 

parameters from satellite radiances was developed. Of major interest 

was the ability to derive moisture parameters and to use thes. 

parameters in a mesosoale or high-rosolution situation. The.ateUite-

derived products were then quantitatively and qualitatively compared to 

conventional data from both rawin8onde. and surface observation •• 

Time-differencing was also used to show the ability to obtain mesoscale 

moistUre changes in time as well as space. 

the meteorological situation under study was not of a oonvective 

nature as was the case with a previous analysis (Hillger and Yonder 

Haar. 1981). Instead, the situation involved the development of 

radiation fog. The fog formed in an area where both sufficient moisture 

and nocturnal coolin, occurred. Surroundin, region. contained either 

too little moisture for saturation or moisture whioh was too deep for 

sufficient radiative coolinl to occur. 

The availability of the satellite data at 1000 and 1400 GMT from 

two polar-orbiting satellite. presented the challense of doing 

retrievals both before and af~er sunrise, re.pectively. the main 

retrieval problem was caued by the exiltence of a lurfaoe temperature 

inversion over mOlt of the area UDder .tudy. The inversion lasted until 

solar heatins de.troyed it later in the morning. the.fter-saris. 

satellite paIs also presented a probl .. of r.flected solar rsdiation 

contaminanting. the shortwave infrared ohaD1Lels. this was overcome by 

.... ; 
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appropriate corrections to the affected channels using knowledge of the 

known solar incident radiation and the estimated surface reflectance. 

The retrieval scheme was also developed to require only a minimum 

input of conventional data. Basically, all that is required is an 

initial guess profile. In this study the initial guess profile was a 

composite of 1200 GMT RAOBs. No other anoilliary data was required. 

Some researchers use surface observations as input in order to anchor 

the retrieved sounding to known surface values of temperature and dew 

point. This, however, was not done. Satellite window channel 

information was used to obtain the necessary surface information. This 

allowed virtual freedom from conventional data sources. 

Another change from earlier work of others is the use of 

information from only a single field-of-view for a retrieval. This 

allowed a single clear field-of-view to be used independently of 

surrounding (possibly cloudy) values. This mayor may not be a direct 

advantage, but it allows a simplified retrieval development when cloudy 

situations are to be avoided. 

Another problem in applying satellite soundings over land is the 

change in topography. This was taken into account by using the known 

mean terrain elevation for one-half degree latitude-longitude boxes over 

the area of study. This mean elevation 'Was oonverted into a mean 

surface pressure using the hydrostatic relationship. Levels were then 

subtracted from (or even possibly added to) the 40 standard levels over 

which the radiative transfer equatioll 'Was s'DJIlIDed n_ericaUy. Thh 

smooth change in surface elevation allowed the retrieval of hiSh-de.sity 

measurements withou.t the discontinuities 'Which 'Would arise from lar,e 

changes due to numerioal intearation in lars. discrete vertical steps. 
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Such a smooth change in topography is possible only in a physical. 

iterativo retrieval scheme such as was. used in this study. 

7.1 Modifications Necessary 12£ Nocturnal Inversions 

The measurements from TIROS-N and NOAA-6 passes available at 1000 

anJ 1400 GMT. respectively. over the central United States occurred at 

local times of approximately 4 and 8 a.m. At these times there is a. 

high probability that a temperature inversion exists at or near the 

surface. The physical; iterative retrieval scheme was best able to 

handle this type of situation by allowing the surface or interface 

temperature to float free of the temperature profile above the surface. 

With this method, either temperature inversions or superadiabatic layers 

at the surface can be added to the temperature profile. This in effect 

adds vertical resolution to the retrieval sounding. If this were not 

allowed, the initial guess temperature profile would never obtain the 

vertical gradient necessary to reconstruct such a feature. The vertical 

resolution limitations of the satellite sounder would never add detail 

at or below a vertical scale of at least 200 or 300 mb. 

The surface temperature inversion was common in the 30 September 

1980· situation examined. as was confirmed by the number of RAOBs at 1200 

GMT whioh oontained such inversions. An example of a surface inversion 

added to the initial guess profile showed that such an addition provides 

a reasonable solution when compared to a nearby RAOB. 

A second reason for recognizing the existence of a surface 

temperature inversion involves the satellite moist~e retrieval 

capabilities. The effect of varying amounts of atmospheric moisture on 

the integrated radiances was simulated. In a non-inversion case the 

integrated radiances in a water vapor absorption band typically decrease 
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with increasing moisture. However, when a temperature inversion is 

added at the surface the integrated radiance oan increase with 

increasing atmospheric moisture. This situation was first noticed 

emperically by the fact that the moisture profile was vastly 

overestimated when a temperature inversion was known to exist. How~ver, 

by carefully calculating the moisture feedback values for the situation 

under study. the effeot of the temperature inversion can be taken into 

account. For inversion cases the moi.sture feedback is typically 

reversed in sign and changed in magnitude, depending on tho specific 

situation. So, the addition of a temperature inversion not only allowed 

a more correct determination of the surface temperature. but by 

recalculating the moisture feedback factors before each moisture 

iteration, it also allowed a more correct solution for the moisture 

profile. 

7.2 Specific Results 

The satellite-derived meteorological parameters were compared to 

conventional data at two scales. Comparisons were also both 

quantitative, in which satellite-derived parameters were compared to the 

equivalent conventional parameters by means of correlation coefficients 

and mean and rms differences; and qualitative, in which fields of total 

precipitable water from the two data sets were compared and contrasted. 

In the initial comparison, the satellite-derived values were 

retrieved at the scale of the RAOBs. Direct comparisons to the 1200 GMT 

RAOBs were made for both the 1000 and 1400 GMT satellite-derived values. 

Correlation coefficients were 0.60 or greater for surface temperatures 

\'lith the highest correlations at SO kPa (500 mb). Of the moisture 

variables, the total precipitable water correlations were the highest, 
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followed by the surface dew point, with decreasing correlations for dew 

points at higher levels. Rms differences were typically 3 to 7 K for 

the satellite-derived temperatures and 3 to 10 K for the satellite

derived dew points. For the total precipitable water the rms 

differences were 4.8 and 6.5 mm at 1000 and 1400 GMT, respectively. 

These values represent about 19 and 26~ of a mean value of 25 mm, 

respectively. 

In the qualitative comparison at the RAOB scale. the satellite

derived precipitable water values were interpolated to 1200 GMT. Fields 

of both satellite and conventional precipitable water showed similar 

large scale moisture gradients. However, the largest differences 

occurred where the satellite-derived total water was overestimated in a 

relatively dry tongue shown by the RAOB values. 

At the higher resolution of the surface observations similar 

quantitative comparisons were made between the satellite-derived and 

conventional data. The comparison included 7S and 63 pair at 1000 and 

1400 GMT, respectively. compared to only 17 and 12 comparisons to the 

RAOBs at the same times. respectively. However. in this case the 

surface observations were time interpolated to 1000 and 1400 GMT for the 

comparisons. 

Because the surface observations contain no vertical information, 

the comparisons at this higher resolution involved mainly surface values 

with the exception of the total water which was estimated from the 

surface dew point temperatures. A relationship was established between 

the surface dew point and the total precipitable water for the 1200 GMT 

RAOBs and was then used to estimate total water from all the surface 

observations. 
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Correlations were 0.53 or greater for the surface temperatures and 

dew point temperatures with rms differences of from 2 to 5 K for the 

surface temperatures and about 4 K for the surface dew points. For the 

total precipitable water the correlations were 0.34 and 0.62 at 1000 and 

1400 GMT, respectively. Rm. differences of about 5 mm were obtained at 

both times. Biases were much lower than for the satellite-RAOB 

comparisons. being less than 2 mm of water. 

Scatter diagrams of the satellite-surface observation comparisons 

of the surface temperatures and dew points show that a few outlying 

points typically cause the correlation results to be degraded. These 

figures also show that removal of the biases would appear to greatly 

improve the quantitative comparisons. 

An intercomparison of the synoptic surface values was used to 

establish a baseline variability of the fields used for comparison to 

the satellite-derived values. Comparisons were made between 

observations at 0900 and 1200 GMT and between observations at 1200 and 

1500 GMT. These pairings were used to generate the time-interpolated 

values at 1000 and 1400 GMT. Correlations were typically hilh (above 

0.78) for all values except surface temperatures between 1200 and 1500 

GMT. During this 3-hour period solar heating probably changed the 

surface temperature structure drastically as witnessed by the large 4.0 

K bias or average increase in temperature over this period. In 

contrast, between 0900 and 1200 GMT the rms values were about 1.3 K for 

temperatures and from 1.1 K for dew point temperatures with little if 

any bias present. These rms values give an indication of the minimum 

variability or noise in the time-interpolated synoptic values. Some of 
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this time-difference uncertainty will be inherent in the satellite

synoptic comparisons, since neither data set is error free. 

In the qualitative comparisons at. the surface observation scale, a 

closer look was made at the satellite-derived and surface-estimated 

total water fields at both 1000 and 1400 GMT as well as the time

difference fields over a 4-hour span. Three significAnt pOints were 

obtained from the comparisons at the higher resolution of the surface 

observations. First, the increased data density for the sate11ite-· 

derive4 values showed that small scale features could remain undetected 

by observations at only the RAOB scale. Secondly, differences betYeen 

the satellite-derived and surface-estimated total water can be used to 

indicate regions where the atmosphere is dry or moist aloft, or 

al terna tely an indication of ver tical mo is tur e depth. This r esul ts. in a 

determination of moisture both in terms of total amount and vertical 

extent. 

A third significant point arises from a comparison of the 4-hour 

time-difference field from the satellite with a similar field from 

conventional sources. The comparison shows that the satellite was able 

to pick up temporal moisture variations which were similar to those 

estimated by the surface observations, even thouah the individual 

satellite and conventional fields at 1000 and 1400 GMT contained large 

differences due to variations in vertical moisture extent. The time

difference fields were reasonable when both advection of moisture and 

moisture convergence were considered. Using the 700 mb wind the flow of 

moisture from both dry-t~oist and moist-to-dry regions could in part 

explain the major changes which occurred. Surface moisture convergence 
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can also be used to explain the time-increase in moisture detected by 

the sa tell ite. 

Finally, a statistical structure analysis of the high-donsity 

satellite-derived fields was used to est.imate the noise level in each of 

the parameters. This technique relies on a statistical determination of 

the mean-squared difference in the satellite-derived parameters as a 

function of their spatial separation distance. The structure function 

so defined can be extrapolated to zero separation distance to compensate 

for any gradient in the data and leave only the noise. In this study 

the structure values at the minimum separation were used in order to 

avoid problems with deciding which extrapolation method best represents 

the fields examined. 

Results of this statistical study gave estimated rms noise levels 

from 1 to 2 K as typical for temperatures and dew points and from 1.2 to 

1.8 mm for total precipitable water. Signal-to-noise ratios from 1.2 to 

4.1 were found by comparing the estimated noise to the standard 

deviation of the values in each field. The large signal-to-noise values 

for most parameter s indica ted that significant structure or gradient 

exists in the satellite-derived fields so as to be easily detected above 

their inherent noise levels. 

These quantitative comparisons verify the quality of the 

satellite-derived fields at a resolution equal to the surface 

observation scale «250 km). Satellite-conventional difference fields 

also give information on the vertical moisture structure; more 

information, that is, than from either system alone. However, even 

higher resolution fields of satellite-derived meteorological parameters 

could be obtained, but they would be hard to verify at the _aUest 
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scales. Unlike a convective situation~ where subsequent weather can be 

used as a verification, the highest resolution details may remain 

unverified. Only by comparison to higher resolution conventional 

measurements, or as input to mesoscale analysis and forecasting models, 

will the smallest scale features become useful and verifiablo. 

7.3 Other Possible Improyements 

One possible improvement, which was considered but purposely not 

undertaken, was a more active role of the synoptic surface observations 

and RAOBs in the retrieval process. In this study the surface 

observations were used only for verification purposes and the RAOBs were 

used only to provide the initial guess profile and for a limited 

comparison at the larger scale. The RAOBs could provide a better 

initial guess field than merely the single composited sounding which was 

used as the initial guess for the entire field of satellite soundings. 

The reason for using a single initial guess profile was to allow the 

satellite radiances alone to reproduce the mesoscale features which 

appeared in the final field of soundings. In other words~ as a result 

of using a single initial guess profile all horizontal variability in 

the retrieval fields was a result of the satellite radiances alone. The 

fact that the satellite-derived fields produced good results in 

comparison to the completely independent surface observations is then 

remarkable. This was in keeping with the original intention of 

providing satellite soundings which require the minimum ingest of 

conventional data. This feature also makes this study different from 

similar work of others where conventional measurements are heavily 

relied upon. In this case conventional data was used only in creating 
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the composited initial guess profile which could have easily been 

replaced by a climatological or forecast profile, if necessary. 

The fact that the satellite soundings were able to reproduce 

mesoscale features in spite of the minimum ingest of conventional data 

implies something about the quality of the satellite data and the 

retrieval process. However, could the results have been improved with a 

successive corrections method whereby the initialize guess field already 

contains information from conventional sources? Such a guess field 

could be similar to those used to initialize numerical models and would. 

in the case of satellite soundings, add vertical structure to the final 

product. An objective analysis scheme would have to be adopted to 

create such an initial guess field. This would involve interpolation in 

space and also possibly in time, or maybe a forecast (extrapolation in 

time) to produce the best initial field. This route was not undertaken 

in this study for various reasons. The main reason was the need to know 

the quality of the satellite data alone. Another reason was the 

complexity of the required objective analysis in both space and time, 

especially considering the large horizontal and vertioal gradients which 

existed among the RAOBs which went into the initial guess profile. This 

melding of the two data sets, however, is the next logical step which 

needs to be accomplished. 

7.4 Concluding Remarks 

In retrospect, it would have been better to have had more 

information with which to verify the results at the smallest scales. 

This, however, is a problem with all types of high-resolution satellite 

data. In this case mesoscale details begin to appear at a resolution 

below that of the RAOBs. Only when such data is used at these smaller 
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scales, in special experimental situations, will its qualities be 

realized. 

In this 'case the fog situation is to some extent predicted using 

the 1000 GMT satellite data alone. However, the best hints are given by 

differencing the satellite-derived and surface-estimated total moisture. 

The dry-over-moist situation found by such differences is probably best 

suited to radiation fog, but other dynamic effects, which are not 

directly measurable from the satellite, are also important. 

As this study also shows, the satellite can do a respectable job 

with regards to its time-resolution capabilities. The limited vertical 

resolution of satellite soundings, however, shows a need for combining 

satellite data with conventional data which contains more of the 

vertical resolution detail necessary for true 3-dimensional analyses. 

In addition, the satellite sounder is capable of detecting mesoscale 

moisture tendencies over the relatively short time span examined in this 

study. This capability will be enhanced with a time resolution of up to 

1/2 hour with the advent of geosynchronous sounders like VAS. 

One of the applications for high space and time resolution moisture 

fields from the satellite is in the analysis and forecasting of severe 

weather. Such measurements would be especially useful in analyzing the 

pre-convective situation for moisture tendencies relating to later 

convective development. In such studies the moisture information is of 

great importance because of its large role in the energy processes 

relating to storm development. 

Finally, the high-resolution moisture fields derived from satellite 

soundings may find applications as input to fine-scale numerical models. 

Such models incl.ude those giv·i,ng quanti ta tive precipi ta tion f.orecasts. 
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Parameterization techniques for incorporating mesoscale moisture into 

numerical models have been under development and will continue to 

improve along with the satellite moisture determinations. It not 

already, models will some day be among the primary users of the higlL 

space and time resolution capabilities of satellite soundings. 
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Appendix A 

TERMS AND SYMBOLS 

Symbol Unit 

1: cm-l 

T K or °c 

L mW(cm-1 )-1m-2sr-l 

E mW(cm-1 )-1m-2 

't' ( dimensi onl e sa) 

p ( dimensi on1e sa) 

Q 8 1:8-1 

water U mm 

p kPa or mb 



Appendix B 

SINGLE FIFL]}-OF-VIEW CLOUD DETIIUfINATION 

The determination of temperature and moisture information from 

infrared sounding radiances is severely limited by clouds. An ideal 

case would be to gain the necessary meteorological information by 

working around the cloudy areas. However. this is not always possible. 

For this reason a simplified single-level. single field-of-view (FOV) 

cloud model was tested in an attempt t.o a11eviate cloud problems and 

derive meteorological parameters when possible in partly-cloudy 

si tua tions. (The totally cloudy si tua tion is considered hopeless as far 

as determining surface parameters from infrared measurements and no 

attempt is made in these cases.) 

The meteorological parameters derived in partly-cloudy situations 

are not always useful. Errors in the derived parameters may produce 

meteorological inconsistencies with those from surrounding clear 

retrievals. However. with only this simplified cloud model the derived 

parameters can at times be of more value than no information. 

By using coincident measurements from two window channels with 

different spectral responses a single FOV can effectively be split into 

a clear sub-area. and an adjacent cloudy sub-area each wi th a different 

temperature. Various assumptions must be made about the FOV and the 
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window ohannels. The first assumption is that only two separate sub

areas oomprise ~he total FOV 0. e. the surfaoe and cloud sub-areas are 

uniform). A second assumption is that the differing measurements 

between channels are a result of changes in the background temperature 

field rather than of any atmospherio absorption differences between the 

two channels. The equation governing the partly-oloudy response of 

these window channels is then 

i=1,2 (B.l) 

where the FOV is split into a olear (surfaoe) and cloudy fraction with ~ 

equal to the cloud amount. As their name implies these window channels 

enoounter little atmospherio absorption. Therefore, the two terms in 

the equation originate from the surface and cloud fraotions 

respeotively, with any atmospherio oontributions being nogleoted. 

If suoh a split FOV is viewed using the 3.76 and 11.1 ~m window 

channels of HIRS-2, then the individual spectral responses will cause 

eaoh channel to give a different effective temperature, Ti,eff. This is 

due to the fact that the radianoe in a given ohannel is a weighted 

average of the radianoes from the two sub-areas. The non-linear 

response of the Planok function L with respect to temperature and 

wavelength oauses the average radianoes from the two ohannels to 

correspond to different average equivalent brightness temperatures. On 

the other hand, a uniform FOV would give the same effeotive temperature 

in both channels. For example, a uniform 275 K FOV will give radianoes 

of 0.20 and 79.1 mW/(~sr om-1) at 3.76 and 11.1 ~, respeot!vely. 

However, a FOV which is partially cloud-contaminated would give lower 

rad.iances and lower effeotive temperatures in both ohannels. The 
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channel affected most would be the longwave (11.1 ~m) channel. The warm 

(surface) fraction of the FOV would effectively contribute more to the 

3.76 ~ radiance than the 11.1 ~m radiance although both channels have 

the same FOV and therefore the same cloud amount. 

The use of the two window channels to obtain cloud information is 

not without precedence. Smith and Rao (1973) used the 3.7 and 11 ~ 

window channels as applied to two adjacent FOVs. They solved four 

equations with four unknowns: the surface and cloud temperatures and 

the cloud amount in each FOV. To do this they assumed that the average 

surface and cloud temperatures are the same for the two FOVs. 

Dozier (1980) and Matson and Dozier (1981). however. dealt with 

similar window channels using a single FOV by assuming that the surface 

temperature T f is known or can be assumed. This allows a solution for s c 

the cloud temperature TCld and cloud amount P by using only two 

equations. The solution is dependent on the assumed surface 

temperature. but the solution is unique. The noise on the radiances. 

however. may place the solution outside of physically reasonable limits. 

By eliminating the cloud amount P from the two equations of the 

form of Equation B.l we get 

(B.l) 

where 

A = L L l.sfc - l.eff 

B = Ll • eff - Ll • sfc 

C = L2• eff • Ll • sfc - ~.eff • L2• sfc 

and 

= L(ki,Tsfc ) 

= L(ki,Ti,eff)· 
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The effective temperature T. ff in each channel is a known measurement. 
1. e 

as well as the .. channel wavenumber ki • Therefore. if the surface 

temperature is assumed then A. B. and C are known. 

Equation B.2 cannot be solved explicitly since it is nonlinear in 

t~mperature. An iterative solution is simple if a starting cloud 

temperature is assumed. A simple starting assumption would be 

(B.3 ) 

After the cloud temperature is found. the cloud fraction is 

determined by solving for P from the original two equations. one for 

each channel. 

(B.4) 

where 

and 

In the case of the equal signs in Equation B.3 the cloud amount P 

either equals 0 or 1. These limiting cases result in no distinction 

between the two window channels (i.e. a FOV comprised of only a single 

effective temperature. ei ther to.tally clear or totally cloudy). 

The assumption of little or no atmospheric contribution for the 

window channels can be overcome by correcting the window channels for 

any atmospheric absorption which might occur. By using assumed 

atmospheric temperature and moisture profiles the atmospheric 
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transmittance in each channel can be estimated. This however, was not 

done in this study. 

Using this two window channel technique a cloud temperature (or a 

cloud height) and a cloud amount can therefore be determined for a 

single partly-cloudy FOV. Uncertainty in the radiances and the 

corrections to the radiancos will cause some non-physical solutions 

(i.e. ~ < 0 or ~ > 1). These, however, can be handled as the limiting 

cases p = 0 or p = 1 within the bounds of the uncertainty in the 

measurements and assumptions. The solution using this model will 

sometimes yield a reasonable single-level cloud which will effectively 

represent the true cloud situation. In these cases the results of using 

this cloud model will be to obtain meteorological parameters using the 

same retrieval technique as in a clear situation but with a FOV partly 

obscured by cloud. This involves integrating the radiative transfer 

equation separately for each of the cloudy and clear sub-areas of the 

FOV. The retrieval process then continues normally. Meteorological 

parameters derived which are consistent with those derived from 

surrounding clear FOVs can be considered useful information which could 

not have been obtained without the cloud correction to the infrared 

radiances. 



Appendix C 

NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF MOISTURE 
FEEDBACK CONVERSION FACTORS 

In order to explicitly add the effect of a temperature inversion 

into the moisture feedback. it was necessary to modify the feedback 

equation originally developed by Smith (1970). The modifications given 

here are an extension of the Smith development (see also Smith and 

Howell. 1971) and are necessary due to numerical integration by 

computer. 

Starting from Equation 13 in Smith (1970), the equivalent integral 

for Sk is 

Pmax lr,,:k (p) 
Sk1 

= , U(p) &U(p) &L(k, T(p» 
(C.1) 

where U(p) is the precipitable water integrated to pressure level p, 

~(p) is the transmittance to level p and L is the Planck function of 

wavenumber k and temperature T (Equation 5.1). 

In summation form Equation C.l becomes 

max-l 
s;1 0: l: U ·A~ ·AL_ " AU-1 

m=1 m k.m ~,m III (C.2) 
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where 

and 

The precipitable water increases with pressure by definition, since 

it is integrated downward. 

U(p) = g-1 1 Q{p)&p 
o 

where Q(p) is the mixing ratio profile. Therefore AU is positive. 

Likewise A:r: is positive since the transmittanoe "C decreases with 

pressure (increasing m). The remaining term AL is also positive if 

(C.3 ) 

temperature T increases with pressure. However_ this is not always the 

case. When a temperature inversion exists at the surface then T f < 
s c 

In order to account for the strong effect of a lowered surface 

temperature upon the integrated radiance (as shown in Figure 5.7) a term 

similar to the surface term in the RTE (Equation 5.12) has been added to 

Equation C.2. That term is 

= 8-1 + "C • AI. k k.max k.sfc (C.4) 

where 

A~,sfc = L(k.T f ) - L(k.T ). s c max 
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This term will be nea.tive for T f < T ,'0 it will reduoe tho 
e 0 max 

magnitude or even cause 8-1 to become negative. This is especially 

likely for the most transparent channel since the surface transmittance 

~k,sfc can be large. If 8-1 is negative then the reverse effect of 

increased radiance with increased precipitable water can be simulated. 

Emperical testing has shown that this actually happens. Unfortunately, 

-1 the 8 term can approach zero causing S to approach infinity. This 

possibility is eliminated by forcing 8 to zero as S-1 approaches zero, 

in such a way that the mapping is continuous. The reasoning is that as 

-1 S approaches zero, the direction of the moisture feedback becomes 

uncertain. By forcing 8 to zero in these ca.es the uncertainty is not 

carried over into large feedback but is diminished in magnitude. By 

emperical testing if 8-1 < 4, then 8 = 8/16 is used. Values larger than 

S = 0.25 (2S%) cause too much moisture feedback. The units of S are 

inverse radiance units. 
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